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Abstract 
Internationally recognized for and culturally self-identifying as a gender equality advocate, 
Sweden has seen a recent uptick in popular support among women voters for its far-right 
nationalist political party, the Sweden Democrats (SD). While nationalist movements are 
primarily distinguished by their nativist political rhetoric, academic study has consistently 
shown that nationalism also consistently promotes a traditional gender duality while 
denouncing feminism and gender equality practices. Likewise, SD also consistently opposes 
feminist and gender equality practices in stark contrast with mainstream Swedish political 
parties. This qualitative discourse analysis collected, categorized, and analyzed recent 
Facebook posts circulated by the Sweden Democrat Women's Association 
(Sverigedemokraterna kvinnoförbund) leadership to identify why women (ostensibly) served 
by Swedish state feminism vote for and even join SD in a leadership capacity. By utilizing 
constructivist theoretical frameworks of social and cultural identity with a post-structural 
analytical methodology focusing on problem conception, representation and dissemination, the 
resulting analysis shows that the dominating discursive theme is practically summarized as: 
"(in)security." In short, SD women perceive Sweden's (equality) feminism as unrelatable, 
irrelevant and/or intrusive in an "everyday" existence framed by a rapidly changing Swedish 
society due to record immigration, increased economic insecurity, and a weakening welfare 
state. In closing, three prime research areas are identified for future study: image-based content 
analysis of SD's political messaging, increased incorporation of security frameworks in 
investigative writing, as well as broadened research into how Swedish equality feminism can 
best include two consistently detached societal clusters: native-Swedish conservative and non-
Western immigrant women. 
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1. Introduction 
 Popular and academic interest in far-right and nationalist movements is growing in recent 
years. However, a significantly smaller body of English-language scholarly works studying 
radical right-wing political parties (such as Sweden's Sweden Democrats) incorporate a feminist 
framework or gender lens, instead focusing primarily on immigrants/immigration through 
frameworks of culture, nation, democracy and ethnicity. Norocel (2013) summarizes this 
inclination, saying "Scholarship addressing radical right populism commonly disregards the 
gender implications of its theorizing, only to acknowledge the disproportionate presence of men 
amongst radical right populist parties' rank and file and their supporters (6)." 

 Even when qualitative research incorporates a gender perspective to examine the Sweden 
Democrats (abbreviated as SD), it typically draws partly or entirely upon written and spoken 
materials from the entire (80% male dominated) party organization and its leader as a data 
source for analysis (Norocel, 2013; Towns et al., 2014; Sager & Mulinari, 2017). Discourse is 
typically collected from the official SD party program and other party texts, the SD website, 
and the party bulletin SD-Kurien. Other works focus solely upon the speeches, written articles, 
and interviews of the SD party leader since 2005, Jimmie Åkesson (Norocel, 2013; Norocel, 
2017). Many sources also incorporate discourse from wider media coverage of "immigration" 
or "gender" in print and online newspapers to gain a societal context to interpret findings or to 
match to existing theories on nationalism and gender (Towns, 2002; Mulinari & Neergaard, 
2015; Sager & Mulinari, 2017). Finally, Towns (2002) incorporates a study of representations 
and practices by Sweden's Ministry of Foreign Affairs (website, foreign policy declarations, 
speeches and texts that deal with Sweden's relationship with the United Nations (UN) and 
European Union (EU) 1975-2002) in her treatment of Swedish state identity and its gender-
equal characterization (160-1). 

 This literature review undertaken early in the research process revealed there are but four 
English-language written works written by the same co-authors, that collect and analyze the 
first-hand and undiluted, uncorrupted texts, dialogue, and activities of Sweden Democrat 
female members as a data source (Mulinari & Neergaard, 2014; 2015; 2017a; 2017b). Here, 
these published works universally draw upon twenty interviews conducted between 2008-2014 
of female municipal SD representatives, in combination with observation notes taken during 
three municipal assemblies engaged in discussing, debating and deciding on budgets, as well 
as texts written by the party representation. Like other papers, Mulinari & Neergaard (2015) 
also incorporates discourse analysis official SD party documents, SD's website, and SD-Kurien, 
as well as web newspaper articles. 

 In addition to incorporating a gender perspective, Mulinari's & Neergaard's writings also 
universally incorporate a race lens in their writing, in understanding how these SD-Kvinnor (in 
English, SD-Women) act upon their identities as both female and white Swedes (Mulinari & 
Neergaard, 2017a, 20). This intersectional approach is gaining in recognition, with many 
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scholars arguing that gender can only be understood by addressing its interplay with other 
identity categories such as class, ethnicity, race and sexuality (Christensen & Jensen, 2010) and 
that "anti-racist and postcolonial feminist scholarship" is central to understanding radical right-
wing political parties (Mulinari & Neergaard, 2017, 13) and how gender intertwines "with the 
processes of multiculturalism" (Lähdesmäki & Saresma, 2014, 301).  

 Towns et al. (2014), cites itself as the earliest academic treatment of gender ideas within the 
Sweden Democrats (238). The authors undertake a discourse analysis with data drawn from the 
"most polished and core textual" ideological and policy positions expressed by SD, but critically 
also include publications of SD's national women's association, also referred to as SD-Kvinnor 
(239). This leads to a key observation in comparing how female members express SD gender 
concerns against veiling and "honor culture" compared to expressions by male leaders; namely 
that the women express themselves, at least in part, as concerned for the personal welfare of 
non-native women, because domestic violence or "honor culture" causes suffering in these 
individuals as fellow women (243-4) whereas male leaders merely assert that veiling is a 
"deviation from the social codes and behavior that is customary in Sweden." This provides an 
initial clue that these and other meaningful deviations in the discourse may exist between 
Sweden Democrat men versus women and re-surfaces in other writing in the form of so-coined 
"care racism" (Mulinari & Neergaard, 2014, 49-50, 52: Sager & Mulinari, 2017, 151). 

 While Towns et al. (2014) cites the "value of assessing a party based on the totality of its 
active members and representatives" (239), they make a salient motivation for only including 
"polished" party documents. Media coverage of the Sweden Democrats has frequently focused 
on controversial remarks or "slip ups" from the active party rank and file to expose what the 
party is "really" about, which are subsequently dismissed as fringe, personal departures by party 
leaders (often followed by expulsion or resignation of the responsible members). This raises a 
salient argument with regards to the data included in this paper (and also utilized in which data 
was analyzed and what was excluded). Instead, focus here is placed on how ideas of gender and 
nation emerge in SD's representations of various political issues and how progressive issues 
such as gender equality and Sweden's reputation as the world's premier gender-equal nation 
(237) are commandeered (albeit inconsistently) in discourse. 

 Some researchers focusing on the Sweden Democrats choose to limit the collection of 
materials to a particularly critical time period, such as the 2015-16 migration crisis (Sager & 
Mulinari, 2017) or from Jimmie Åkesson's taking lead of the Sweden Democrats to the 2010 
Swedish national elections (Norocel, 2013). A search using the Stockholm University library 
database and Google Scholar search engine uncovers no Swedish or English-language 
published articles drawing upon data from first-hand dialogue and interaction with SD women 
after 2014, nor do any published works analyze the intersection between SD nationalism and 
gender draw on any data sourced after 2016. 

 Finally, scholarship concerning the interplay of gender and nationalism extends to other 
countries in Europe also experiencing resurgent right-wing political movements, however, as 
Sweden has a widespread reputation as more "gender equal" compared to countries elsewhere 
in Europe, it makes the most sense lay more focus on its closest neighbors of Norway and 
Denmark (Meret & Siim, 2013; Midtbøen & Teigen, 2014; Sümer et al., 2014), Finland 
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(Lähdesmäki & Saresma, 2014; Ylä-Anttila & Luhtakallio, 2017) as well as the Netherlands 
(Vieten, 2016), nations which also possess extensive welfare systems and have a wide 
reputation for gender-equality. Ylä-Antilla & Luhtakallio (2017) incorporate responses from 
far-right male and female Finnish politicians amongst their data, while Lähdesmäki & Saresma 
(2014) draw their empirical data from social media comments in response to an article. 
Midtbøen & Teigen (2014) utilize a social investment framework in analyzing key political 
documents concerning work and the welfare state in the early 2000s while Sümer et al. (2014) 
apply a gender lens to expand upon definitions of social citizenship and what makes this 
citizenship "full" and "intimate." Vieten (2016) conducts interviews with women, but not 
women within far-right parties, but rather Dutch of Moroccan extraction. All of these employ 
a discourse analysis methodology. 

 Other studies do not incorporate a gender lens, but instead place focus on radical right-wing 
party agendas and national welfare systems (traditionally coined folkhem, or "the people's 
home" in Sweden but increasingly called "välfärd" or "welfare" to perhaps distance it from its 
Social Democratic party roots). This literature is highly relevant given Sweden's historical and 
contextual significance as "the exemplary" welfare state (Schierup et. al, 2017, 12), and its 
development and deployment as a "gender-equality engine." Much of the radical right-wing's 
discourse regarding welfare protection "cares" for deserving nationals and pits them against un-
deserving "others". Instead of integrating gender theories, a social citizenship perspective is 
utilized (Ketola & Nordensvard, 2018). Fenger (2018) examines right-wing party materials and 
speeches from the United States, Sweden, the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, and France, and 
reveals considerable cohesion in social agendas driven by radical right-wing parties, with slight 
differences in attitudes towards homosexuality and regional separationist stances (189). 
Particularly consistent is the discourse of welfare nostalgia/welfare chauvinism (200) in all 
countries except the US (which unlike the others, lacks an extensive social welfare system). 

 Academic focus on social media is also relatively new, but increasingly important. No 
academic nor casual observers can dispute that social media platforms have permanently 
changed political campaigning and citizen outreach. In recent elections, one clearly sees the 
considerable factor that social media campaigning and the prevalence of fake, biased, or 
disrepute news has in influencing voting outcomes (e.g. 2016's US election and Brexit 
referendum). Adding to Lähdesmäki & Saresma's (2014) social media study, Norocel (2018) 
examines far-right women on social media with a discourse-historical approach in analyzing 
social media utility and female political representation in Romania and Hungary.  

 In conclusion, this initial study of the literature revealed significant overlap in framing 
themes and theoretical treatment concerning the interplay of nation and gender, with slight 
variations in analytical methodology. These frameworks serve together as a clear theoretical 
standard here by virtue of their consistent illustration of gender theory in nationalist and nativist 
thought. All works with regard to Sweden consistently mention Sweden's gender-equal 
reputation, indicating a unique terrain that the right-wing Sweden Democrats must navigate, in 
comparison with other nations without this gender-equal reputation or praxis. 
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1.2 Identified research gaps 
 
 Three apparent and meaningful gaps in the Swedish and English-language academic 
literature came into clear focus during the literature review. 

 First, while data drawn from the Sweden Democrats' or any radical right-wing party's 
ideology, platform formation, and official documents as it relates to gender theory or women's 
public policy is worthwhile, this selection of materials for analysis in all probability dilutes or 
may entirely exclude the authentic first-hand accounts and behavior of the women and 
characterizes the bulk of  the existing literature.  

 This is important as many attribute SD's recent political gains to a growing female base. 
Those joining "Sweden's fastest growing women's movement" (SD-Kvinnor, 2017Ma, 
2017Mb) by exercising personal agency through their party involvement are positioned as the 
party's founding and preeminent feminine influence via the sharing of their lived experiences 
and who have the most "skin in the game" if their party's gender policies are actualized (or not).  

 Second, the available Sweden Democrat literature incorporating a gender framework does 
not utilize empirical data collected after 2016. In the aftermath of the October 2015 peak of 
Sweden's migration crisis followed by tightened regulations in response, a lack of writing 
incorporating data afterwards and in the run-up to the 2018 national election is noteworthy. 

 Third, no academic studies analyzing SD women on social media (nor SD social media, 
except in brief mention in generalized research) were found during the literature review. Given 
the aforementioned role that internet and social media has clearly had in societies with its 
facility as a democratic and participatory medium, a lack of social media research is also 
remarkable. News articles as other scholars have used is often journalistically edited and 
therefore "filtered" (Norocel, 2018, 302), however is parsed here if shared as well as authored 
by SD-Kvinnor.  
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2. Research Purpose 
 Considering these three identified research gaps, this paper aims to utilize the prevalent 
theoretical frameworks in conjunction with a discourse-analysis methodology, using these 
outlined criteria for data collection and analysis: 

• natural, first-hand authored and spoken textual content by SD-Kvinnor that 
• originates from social media and 
• is derived from an identified under examined time period (2014–2018) that 

encompasses Sweden's 2014 and 2018 elections and the 2015 migration crisis. 
 

 Given the variation of discourse cited by Towns et al. (2014) between Sweden Democrat 
women versus Sweden Democrat men (234-4), it was hypothesized that similar devices would 
be observed in this project, although perhaps with slight changes given the different data 
collection standards and a later historical context. Ultimately, it is hoped that this study will 
either confirm and/or complement earlier academic study. 

 A firm data collection standard for this paper is the utilization of a so-coined "double-gender" 
approach (i.e., women talking about women's issues). Women have "developed particular 
patterns of expressions based largely on the articulation of lived experiences, often moving 
beyond abstract intellect to embrace the concrete, the emotional, the inclusive, and the personal 
through narrative" (Klien & Farrar, 2009, cited in Norocel, 2018, 45) in order to enter and 
legitimize their presence in the traditionally male-dominated world of politics, drawing upon 
their identities as both professionals (to illustrate their competency and resilience) and 
wives/mothers (emphasizing nurturing and caring). As women are the most intimately situated 
on the basis of their life experience to fully understand and speak authoritatively on political 
issues that exclusively or principally affect them and hold a preeminent stake in the potential 
outcomes or changes, a scarcity of research that draw upon first-hand discourse that enables 
and legitimates their political activism is conspicuous. 

 I secondarily assert there may be meaningful differences in drawing upon a data selection in 
a more informal, unfiltered, unpolished, and anonymous setting where political conversation, 
organization and outreach is increasingly instrumental: on social media. As to the best of my 
knowledge, there are no journal published Swedish or English-language academic works that 
focus on Sweden Democrat women with empirical data sourced from social media.  

 Current works with a gender perspective draws mainly upon data from one-on-one 
interviews, meeting observation, official party platforms, speeches, legislative proposals, and 
journalism articles; this analysis examines open letters, group posts, circulated articles authored 
by SD women, as well as uploaded videos and captioned images including any posting text. 
Social media is less polished, more spontaneous, and more personal (than, for example, a 
Parliamentary motion or newspaper article) with increasing focus on social media's role making 
this a timely investigative choice. 
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 Finally, the motivated period (2014-2018) marks a time of increasing membership in the 
Sweden Democrats Women's Association (Sverigedemokraternas kvinnoförbund also 
abbreviated SD-Kvinnor) as well as growing SD political influence following a peak of historic 
record-breaking immigration into Sweden with two contentious elections that saw challenges 
in coalition and budget formation due to SD's growing mandate. Via this research, I seek to 
answer three main research questions: 

• What policy issues and perceptions do SD-Kvinnor highlight relating to their beliefs 
about women in Swedish society? 

• What changes in Swedish society are attracting and politically motivating SD-
Kvinnor? 

• How do SD-Kvinnor articulate, explicitly or implicitly, their arguments on social 
media and how do these vary (or not) from other analyses? 

 
 The remaining main body of this paper is organized into seven sections. The next section 
includes the necessary theoretical background of constructivism and post-structuralism along 
with prevalent paradigms concerning nationalism and gender alongside other theories of 
identity and the state, highlighting their core themes. Thereafter, a fourth section details an 
analytical framework to apply to the policy proposals articulated by SD-Kvinnor using the WPR 
method ("What's the Problem Represented to be?") articulating the rationale for using this 
discourse analysis approach (Bacchi & Eveline, 2010, 117) and its correlation to the main 
research questions. The fifth section details the data collection process and the methods used to 
assemble, select, translate, sort, and categorize the data collected with respect to the theoretical 
and methodological frameworks outlined in the prior two sections. Careful consultation of other 
research works as a partial blueprint with regard to limitations and ethical data collection on 
social media is conducted and motivated as well and ends with a summary of the collected vs. 
analyzed empirical materials that were used for this study. Sixth is an empirical section detailing 
a discussion of results from this study and how the results support or depart from previous 
findings. Finally, the writing will close with concluding remarks and identify future areas for 
research investigation. Reference materials and a supplementary appendix including discursive 
excerpts are also included in the final two sections. 
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3. Theoretical frameworks 
 “No nation was constructed without utilizing gender difference in one way or 
another. Although national identity in some respects seemed the same for 
women and men, …belonging to a nation was a gendered process.” (Blom, 
1995, 90) 

 

 The literature survey yielded an extensive and consistent treatment of theoretical frameworks 
vis-à-vis nationalism and gender as well as other applicable attributes of identity, extrapolated 
and interwoven here, as the theoretical foundation for this writing. 

 Nationalistic groups of the 20th century, whether more democratic and idealism-driven or 
more authoritarian and “blood-and-soil” centered, universally and consistently incorporate 
discrimination of “the Other”, a propensity to form hierarchies, and champion a distinct 
delineation of gender identities. Even today, nationalism takes its ideological ques from these 
20th century movements (even authoritarian forms), persisting in a hard dichotomy of men 
versus women of the nation, although today's political language is often "toned down" to 
conform to general 21st century feminist sensibilities (Blom, 1995, 83-84). 

3.1 Constructivism in identity and problem representation 
 
 In 1949, French writer, philosopher and feminist Simone de Beauvoir famously wrote in The 
Second Sex, "One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman." In this, de Beauvoir argued that 
the constructs between men and women must be examined with consideration of ontological, 
economic, societal and physiological contexts rather than just on the basis of biology. In 
constructivism, it is our beliefs that "construct" our existence and our environment; in turn, the 
world is wholly the product of our unconscious assumptions and our interpretations. When 
beliefs and concepts are simply pre-supposed and unchallenged, it is necessary to scrutinize 
gender social constructs and "deconstruct" what assumptions are implicitly embedded 
throughout (Bacchi & Eveline, 2010, 117). How "problems" are represented has important 
effects for what can be seen as problematic, for what is unmentioned, and for how people think 
about these issues and their place in the world (112). 

 Policy ideas and proposed directives are the brainchildren of political actors, based upon how 
a societal problem is constructed (perceived) by these actors with solutions proposed to address 
this constructed (perceived) problem. Therefore, when analyzing gender policy, it logically 
follows that a policymaker's notion of ideal gender roles must be considered. Indeed, there are 
distinct differences in what different actors with different ideologies, perceive as problematic, 
or not. What is clear is that underlying ideological assumptions govern if and how policy 
creators view problems and propose solutions. 
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3.2 Nationalism and (biological) gender roles 
 
 Towns, et al. (2014), cites that the "considerable body of scholarship [shows] that 
nationalism generally rests on conservative ideas of sexual difference (often called "difference 
feminism" (särartsfeminism in Swedish), with subordinated women serving as biological and 
cultural reproducers of the nation," while the ideal man not only "masters and protects his own 
home, he is also characterized by a martial spirit and a willingness to sacrifice himself for the 
nation" (238). Men become invariably constructed as father-protectors and women as nurturant-
mothers, while the nation serves as an extended metaphor for family (Blom, 1995, 86). 

 Nationalism theorists, in discussing "production" and "reproduction" of nations, have 
frequently related to state bureaucrats and intellectuals, rather than women (Yuval-Davis, 1993, 
621-622). While women reproduce nations–biologically, culturally, and symbolically, 
nationalist scholarship was classically confined to the public (political) sphere, an arena from 
which women were excluded while relegated exclusively to the private (family) sphere. 

 Thus, women have been frequently omitted from nationalist discourse concerning pre-natal 
regulations to limit or outright control of women as the biological birthers of "national stock" 
(Yuval-Davis, 1993, 622, 629). Women are, of course, the gatekeepers to population growth; 
as without women, there is no way for the nation to continue. (The other option, immigration, 
being inferior or anathema to nationalists.) Socially and economically, population is power: 
whether to support industry and social welfare for the elderly, or to grow and “outpace” rival 
nations or ethnic minorities (Yuval-Davis, 1996, 18-19). 

 Yuval-Davis (1993) proffers that a woman’s “citizenship” is of a “dualistic nature” (626-
627). Women are citizens with general rights and responsibilities afforded to all within political 
and legal systems generally, but also exist under “a separate body of legislation which relates 
specifically to women” (626). Even today, women have their reproduction legislated upon (as 
“producers” of the future) and frequently exempted from (or restricted within) military service. 

 
“[Defaulting to differing standards] can change only when men and women are 
defined in a dualistic manner as reproducers as well as producers of a nation… 
[T]he participation of women in the military can erode one of the most powerful 
cultural constructions of national collectives—that of ‘womenandchilden’ (sic) 
as the reason men go to war” (626-627) 
 

 The nation is also commonly perceived, as a common blood, so that the only way “outsiders” 
truly integrate into a national "people" is through intermarriage (Yuval-Davis, 1993, 627-628). 
Historically and today, this becomes a crucial junction of policy, where discussion of racial 
“purity,” of citizenship (or religious membership) requiring one or both parents having 
membership and controlling birth rates within specific demographics (628-630). Since women 
are literally the producers of the next generation of the nation, both by blood and culture, 
nationalistic questions regarding what outsiders can be insiders by marriage [i.e. similarity of 
culture, similarity of appearance, “passability” of children], the inside/outside status of those 
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born and/or raised by foreign parents within the nation’s culture [i.e. nominal vs. actual national 
inclusion and integration], and what pairings and offspring produced constitute valid members 
(i.e. keeping bloodlines “pure” and concepts like “genocide” by means of admixture) are 
commonly articulated (Yuval-Davis, 1996, 17-18). Especially, a historical prevalence of social 
and legal taboos against pre-marital sexuality and intermarriage of white women point to clear 
concerns in regulating sexuality on the grounds of race, blood, and identity (Collins, 1998, 69). 

 The issue of eugenics in national lawmaking was prevalent in the first half of the 20th century, 
where laws sought to divide and classify groups legally, sterilize when possible, and 
encourage/discourage reproduction in women of particular racial, social, and economic 
groupings (Collins, 1998, 75-77). Sweden was infamously no exception (Hübinette & 
Lundström, 2014, 428-429) and even had mandatory sterilization regulations in place for 
transgender individuals undergoing gender reassignment surgery as late as 2012. 

 Nationalist femininity, according to Nagel (2000), holds specific importance as symbolic 
mothers, that their “purity” is at the forefront of interest and policy (254-256). “While 
traditionalist men may be defenders of the family and the nation, women are thought by 
traditionalists to embody family and national honor; women’s shame is the family’s shame, the 
nation’s shame, the man’s shame” (254). Although, Sweden Democrats specifically call out 
veiling and "honor culture" in immigrant "others," the general structure of feminine shame is 
also interwoven within nationalist gender concepts. 

 Although reflecting primarily on Christian, white nationalist ideas in the United States, 
Collins (1998) lays out a valid template for the traditional, nationalistic “normal” across 
Western culture: a society, fundamentally centered around marital and blood ties, with an 
authoritarian father, who is the breadwinner, and a stay-at-home mother, each attending to their 
public/private worlds uniquely (and largely exclusively) (62-63). “[T]he traditional family ideal 
assumes a male headship that privileges and naturalizes masculinity as a source of authority”, 
since fundamentally, the man is given charge of managing work and civic life, as the woman is 
biologically bound to childbearing and raising (63-65)."  

 The project of masculine nationalists is to not only “properly” order and protect their 
families, but to also order and protect their collective (Nagel, 1998, 248-252), thus masculine 
ideals reflect this highly gendered and highly family/nation focused role. In the end, both family 
and war are both folded into the nationalist value system: men are the workers and the warriors, 
with masculinity centering around male "rational" decision-making, honor, duty, and bravery 
and patriotic, militaristic rhetoric (252-254). Women are framed with an idealized purity (254-
256) as child bearers and the cause for which one defends the homeland, with articulations of 
nationalist femininity in support of the menfolk and raising “the nation’s” children (252-253). 
This discourse is common in traditional military ideology: male [sexual] virility in combat, 
fears of the rape of “their” women by the enemy, and highly sexualized or rape-centric language 
in depicting weapons and military offenses (258). 

 Societally, nationalistic conceptions of “natural” gender divisions feed into ideologies about 
heterosexuality and masculinity. SD adheres to strict role distinctions between biological sexes, 
with supporters as “real people,” reflecting an innate recognition of “normal” and “true” 
gendered reality, while voicing opposing views as aberrant and unnatural (Norocel, 2010, 176-
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179). Thus, any feminist conceptions of equality or non-male masculinity or any non-
heteronormative attitudes are represented as perversion of the natural order. The concept of a 
“nurturant father” (opposing the idea of a “strict father” and sharing a caregiver role) is one that 
SD party leader Åkesson has outright called pathological and hedonistic (176-177). 

 In this, nationalist elevation of the "natural" heteronormative nuclear family with its distinct, 
yet complementary biological and social roles is strongly juxtaposed against the state's 
unnatural, degenerate economic meddling alongside any endeavors to socially facilitate sexual 
and gender equality (Norocel, 2018, 44). Essentialist gender beliefs can promote and 
continually reinforce gender stereotypes by placing implicit state and societal pressure on 
nonconforming individuals to adopt or default into traditional gender roles without 
contemplation or the freedom to explore their personal abilities and desires; thus, the policy 
implications are substantial, for both men and women. Finally, disproportionate focus on gender 
essentialism portends that other socioeconomic aspects and backgrounds are overlooked or 
neglected in fully understanding the societal problems that drive responsive policymaking. 

3.3 Nationalism and (cultural) gender roles 
 
 Since a basis of the Sweden Democrat platform is the desire to protect Sweden and Swedish 
culture from foreign corruption, underlying suppositions on what constitutes the nation-state 
and its culture must also be contemplated. Minimally, nations truly are just a collection of 
people living under a shared system of governance, bound by shared history and customs. This 
may or may not include geographical boundaries, as a diaspora of people may be scattered 
across geographical nations (such as the Sámi), but typically a nation is envisioned to exist 
within internationally-recognized, physical land boundaries with laws governing border 
crossing and citizenship attainment. 

 In considering the tasks that reproduce culture: family celebrations, celebrating holidays, 
cooking and eating traditions, games, and bedtime stories, etc., one notes that it is women who 
have traditionally handled the lion's share of these tasks and are considered naturally "made" 
for this emotional labor. Men have been traditionally relegated or designated to provide material 
comfort, as economic breadwinners, and as responsible for a safe, secure setting for this cultural 
transmission to take place. Echoing earlier thoughts, nationalism delineates these social 
divisions on the basis of "natural" differences, labeling men as "rational" decision makers more 
equipped for positions of power, with women serving a social role in the private realm. Also 
apparent is that the family unit is the place where cultural tradition and transmission has passed 
from generation to generation. In this light, SD is quite explicit that "the family, with its 
nurturing, culture-conveying and educational role is the most important and foundational 
community of society" (Towns et al., 2014, 243). While reluctant to make a programmatic 
statement as seen in other European right-wing parties, SD has nonetheless consistently voiced 
opposition and introduced countermeasures to dismantle public policies that "tamper" with 
"natural" sexual differences (241). 
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 Sweden Democrats define culture as "the ways of living that unite a society or a certain group 
of people." As such, it includes language, patterns of behavior, customs, institutions, art and 
music, dress, religion, rituals, play, values and norms undergirding laws and moral systems, 
and so on (Towns et al., 2014, 241). Yet, one can also see that SD has sought to re-define nation 
on the basis of both race (implicitly) and culture (explicitly), even bluntly and controversially 
excluding minorities who pre-date the dominant culture's arrival (the Sámi) and those born and 
wholly brought up in Sweden, but who have parents or grandparents of foreign origin with 
different cultural and religious traditions (even including Sweden's most famous soccer player 
at one point) (Hellström & Nilsson, 2010, 64-65). This particular brand of ethnic nationalism 
defines SD stating concerns about immigration, multiculturalism, and the "Islamist threat" 
(Elgenius & Wennerhag, 2018, 146) asserting that Swedes cease to be or become Swedish 
depending on the extent to which they adopt Swedish values and ways of being, such as 
speaking Swedish (Towns et al., 2014, 241). 

 Long and convoluted currents of conceiving of nations as naturally arising and differentiating 
themselves as merely “ethnic” (fundamentally familial) relationships has extended to the realm 
of governance (Yuval-Davis, 1993, 622-623). Such notions imply a fixed time or reality when 
the ethnicity/culture/nations all grew from their separate tribes and came forth in the modern 
age in more thoroughly expressed forms. This thinking, used historically as justification for the 
formation of nations, is largely mythological, as culture, ethnicities, and political divisions have 
always blended, intermixed, changed, been assumed, and cast off throughout human history in 
a continually dynamic process. 

 International (mis)conception of Sweden as homogenous is outdated and inaccurate; 
however, the diversifying of Sweden's population has occurred in a relatively short time period 
when compared to traditional "immigration" nations. Today, per Sweden's official statistical 
reporting, a full 24.1% of the population is considered to have a "foreign background" 
(statistically defined as an individual who has been born abroad or born in Sweden to two 
foreign-born parents). This figure jumps to almost a third of Sweden's population when only 
one foreign-born parent is considered (Statistiska centralbyrån, 2017). Given this sizeable 
population, exclusion of Swedish citizens with a foreign or partially-foreign background as "not 
real" Swedes has major consequences for societal cohesion and successful integration of 
newcomers. 

 Sweden's until-relatively-recent white homogeneity hadn't necessitated a wider debate as to 
what "Swedishness" is, although values centering around the common welfare, openness, 
tolerance, and of course, gender-equality, are commonly invoked as defining characteristics of 
Swedish national culture. Increased popular discussion concerning how Swedishness is defined 
has risen in popular debate concurrent with expanded SD political popularity and influence. 
While many accept a vision of Sweden as multi-cultural (codified into law in 1975), SD wholly 
rejects multi-culturalism with no ideological leeway for multiple cultural identities and 
proposes reinstated prohibition of double citizenship (only excepting other Nordic countries). 

3.3.1 Swedish gender equality as national "hegemonic feminism"  
 Sweden has commonly been seen “as an exemplary country for gender equality” (Sager & 
Mulinari, 2017, 152) and the “most gender equal nation in the world” (Towns et. al., 2014, 237) 
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with generous family leave policies, equal pension treatment (Chronholm, 2009, 234-5), and 
better female representation in government, facilitated, in part, by an extended period of quota 
fulfillment and gender mainstreaming commencing in the early 20th century under the umbrella 
of state feminism (Sager & Mulinari, 2017, 150). 

 Therein lies a challenge for the Sweden Democrats in reconciling two contending nationalist 
narratives: traditional gender roles as nationalist standard and Swedish gender equality as an 
aspect of national character and patriotic pride. Sweden's policy architects of the past half 
century have departed from an underlying liberal gender-equality normative foundation 
"emphasizing a fundamental equality and similarity between men and women as individuals in 
all spheres of life" that serves as ideological core in fashioning Sweden's welfare state to 
facilitate gender-parity (Towns et al., 2014, 238). At the same time, laws that have been seen 
as gender-equality "traps" (such as caregiver allowances to keep children home from subsidized 
daycare longer) or measures that have not had the desired impact relative to cost (for example, 
parental leave equality bonuses) have been discontinued on the same basis. Despite these 
efforts, women today utilize 72% of allocated parental leave days (Statistika centralbyrån, 
2018) and are more present in childhood's earliest days of native language acquisition, cultural 
upbringing and family bonding.  

 While full gender parity is yet unrealized, the considerable and undoubted progress so far 
achieved have become firmly entrenched in Swedish national identity and values. Sager & 
Mulinari (2017) label this "hegemonic feminism" as: 

 

 "...a form of feminism framed in the tradition of Western feminism, powerfully 
located within the privileges of whiteness, and fundamental in the creation of the 
category of migrant women in need of rescue from violent patriarchies located 
outside Swedish national boundaries." (150) 
 

 Although having gender-equal ideals, this "hegemonic feminism" is by its privileged vantage 
limited and resistant to meaningful expressions of intersectional ideation of social problems. 
Categories beyond “men” and “women” are more or less undisrupted. The plight of feminism 
“for us” and feminist action outside white, below middle-classed contexts are seen as two 
separate categories, yielding in essential bifurcation of these concepts (150-151). 

 Because of this gap, SD has (with considerable success) appropriated the language of gender 
equality to advance their re-interpretation of ideal equality outcomes (Towns et al., 2014, 242) 
yet depart from equality feminism in stating that men and women have equal value with 
intrinsic and distinct métiers based almost solely upon biological sex. Thus, SD is able to 
employ feminist language within this wider “hegemonic feminist” background, because that is 
the broadly accepted view of feminism: as a primary concern for “us” as white women and an 
external project or process when contemplating broader groups. The encoded construction of 
“feminism” rising from the 20th century’s social equality project in (then-homogenous) Sweden 
was almost entirely about white men and white women, so the implication of non-white, foreign 
women as a separate category on some level or another is an a priori given. The tension between 
Swedish gender equality and Swedish nationalism, not found in other countries currently 
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experiencing an upswing in nationalism or right-wing nationalist populism, makes it a unique 
case study in how SD navigates this particular rhetorical minefield. 

3.4 Intersectionality and race with "othering" and "belonging" 

3.4.1 Intersectionality 
 Theories of intersectionality are relevant in view of how multiple social identities (including, 
but not limited to gender, race, class, or sexual orientation) "intersect" in various ways in 
creating situations and driving behavior. Initially devised in 1989 by Kimberlé Williams 
Crenshaw as a theoretical framework by to understand the way that African-American women 
experience discrimination and oppression on the basis of both race and sex, intersectionality 
scholarship has expanded to other social groups as well as specific historical, socio-cultural and 
local backgrounds (Christensen & Jensen, 2010, 79-80). Here, an intersectionality lens is 
utilized to examine how Sweden Democrat women act and express themselves as white native-
born Swedish women as well as how they define and perceive "others". 

 While it is simpler to view problems or solutions with a single identity characteristic, 
multiple constructs must be considered in combination with one another, not only that of gender 
and race, but sexual orientation, physical abilities, age, family status, economic and social class, 
immigration status, power and position, and other facets that encompass an individual's whole 
identity. One can reasonably conjecture and observe that the lived experiences of a recently 
immigrated, dark-skinned woman from the Middle East living in Sweden is distinct from that 
of a recently immigrated, light-skinned woman from another Western nation (let alone a light-
skinned woman native to Sweden), making an analysis of these two individuals on the sole 
basis of gender or race inadequate, as similarly observed by Langvasbråten (2008, 39-40). As 
such, intersectionality serves as a further framework to understand interactions and cleavages 
in Swedish society. 

3.4.2 Race and Swedish "hegemonic whiteness" 
 Themes around citizenship, national identity, and belonging are execrably tied to the history 
of Swedish politics of the last century, not merely that of the rise of the Sweden Democrats. 
According to Mulinari & Neergaard (2017), SD's rise isn't merely connected to recent political 
events, but rather a pervasive, long-standing and continuing narrative of 20th and 21st century 
Sweden transitioning from a “racial state” to a “racist state” (257-264). 

 Namely, the trajectory of Swedish culture has been one from a conception of the state as 
essentially being a highly ethnically identified body, especially in light of contemporary 
European colonialism and the repression and persecution of Sámi and Roma populations, to 
collectivist social and policy changes and the implementation of the Swedish welfare state, to 
a more recent push toward “aggressive white nostalgia” and neo-liberalism (268-269).  

 The first phase, within a broadly white, ethnically Swedish homogeny, was characterized as 
“exclusionary racism,” that which stratifies value or inclusion based on the construction of the 
“Other,” here particularly being linked to Swedish blood, culture, and at minimum “whiteness” 
as means of protection of their own identity (265-267). The operative principle in the second 
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phase, under capitalist, neo-liberal auspices, is “exploitative racism,” wherein “fit” or “being 
welcome” is qualifiable in terms of labor value but is generally framed as “win-win policies of 
managed migration” rather than importing cheap laborerers and/or to prop up the Swedish 
welfare state (265-267). In this era, under the guise of high-minded ideals following WWII and 
Nazi disrepute, exclusionary racism was largely abandoned. The third and current phase, the 
authors offer, is a synthesis of the first two: with the decline of the social democratic welfare 
state, following financial crises in the early 1990s, there is a merging of both exclusionary and 
exploitative forms, leading to SD's rise with other far-right racist parties (268). This merging, 
they suggest, could potentially lead to a normalization of racist attitudes, beyond the current 
policy changes of this decade (268-269, 278-279). 

 Hübinette & Lundström (2014) similarly break apart Swedish racial ideas in three periods of 
Swedish national values vis-à-vis "hegemonic whiteness." Instead of focusing on the utility of 
Swedish racism, Hübinette & Lundström describe a lasting normative judgment of “hegemonic 
whiteness," that is, the automatic grasp of “white” as superior and/or default (426). As such, 
the frequent assertion of a “color-blind” and/or “post-racism” Swedish society reflects also a 
racist normalization of whiteness, as it “effectively forecloses, silences and excludes 
experiences of everyday racism among non-white Swedes” and prevents Swedes grasping and 
squaring with Sweden's highly racist and ethno-eugenic history (426). 

 In this "white hegemony," whiteness and "Swedishness" are inherently linked (playing dual 
roles as both ethnic and national signifier). The authors cite various examples from mainstream 
Swedish news: a 2010 news report describing non-white Swedish shooting victims as having 
an “immigrant” or “foreign" appearance, a 2012 news report describing robbery suspects as 
having a “Swedish appearance” as short-hand description for white (426), and 2015 reports of 
an act of racially motivated terrorism on a majority non-white schoolyard in Trollhättan, where 
the sword-wielding killer avoided “Swedish children completely,” referring to the selection of 
non-white over white Swedish children (Mulinari & Neergaard, 2017, 264). 

 Within this conception of a continual normalization/superiority/default societal classification 
of “whiteness” as elemental of Swedishness, Hübinette and Lundström (2014) posit that from 
1905-1968, the Swedish racial consciousness was focused on eugenics, homogeneity, and 
social engineering, for the ends of a unique and exceptional state, leading into the Social 
Democratic project folkhemmet, providing a literal safe home for the Swedish people under this 
self-image (427-428). This entailed: 

 

“a whole array of laws… in order to uphold perceived purity of Swedes, including an 
anti-contraceptive law; a restrictive abortion law; an adoption law characterized by a 
strong genetic thinking; a marriage law restrict those with inherited diseases and 
disabilities from marrying; a restrictive immigration law… to stop Jewish and Roma 
refugees; the introduction of race biology in schools and army and, above all, a 
sterilization law to hinder the reproduction of the lower classes… Moreover, forced 
assimilation aiming at outright cultural and linguistic extermination was used against 
the Sámis and the Finnish minority in Northern Sweden.” (428-429) 
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 Later during an increasing radicalization of the Left and increasing awareness of 
decolonization and liberation, the 1960s political stage shifted and entered a second phase of 
“white solidarity” from 1968-2001, where Sweden was proffered as a “color-blind” country, in 
solidarity with Third World, advocating for civil rights globally, and initiating adoption of non-
white children to whites (429). However, this “good Sweden” was not truly a shift away from 
a white hegemonic reality, but merely a rebranding: unlike Nazis or colonialist European 
countries, Swedes were “good whites” and made claim globally as a moral superior, pro-
democratic, anti-racist [color-blind] utopia (430-431). 

 But with the dawning of an era from 2001, with the response to the “War on Terror,” the 
escalation toward neo-liberal economics, rising Islamophobia, and growing fears of anything 
regarded “as foreign, non-white, and non-Christian” formed a third “white melancholy” phase, 
characterized by nostalgia for Sweden's prior moral identity, a growing concern of economic or 
benefit equality with non-whites, alongside a romanticizing of the neo-conservative family and 
the 1950’s housewife (431-432).  

 In this present era, both white conservatives and white liberals yearn for going back to prior 
ages: for the former, the first phase of “old Sweden” national homogeny; the latter to “good 
Sweden” with the anti-racist, feminist and humanitarian reputation where both visions are 
perceived to be mired by the presence of non-white immigrants who are not "truly Swedish." 
Both wistful perspectives reflect on an understanding of Sweden and "Swedishness" as a 
hegemonically white: be it explicitly racist, “pure” people taking care of their own, or as anti-
racist whites being the moral superiors to other Europeans and saviors of the decolonized. Both 
leave little room to transform the construct of “Swedish” to embrace non-whites (434), further 
cementing non-white Swedes as "others." 

3.4.3 "Othering" and "belonging" 
 As Sweden Democrats explicitly or implicitly relegate a sizeable proportion of Sweden's 
citizens as not truly Swedish, the concept of "othering" must be scrutinized. When a division of 
"us" and "them" occurs within a nation-state, the excluded segments of society can feel 
marginalized, but also perceived by those as belonging as a threat to societal order and 
dehumanized in popular discussion. The "us" is the dedicated and deserving mainstream, to 
which Sweden's goods and benefits should be exclusively directed (manifesting in welfare 
chauvinism/nationalism), while "they" present an existential threat to the mainstream's rightful 
entitlement of societal goods and services–depicted collectively as burdensome and 
undeserving. The "folkhem" or "people's home", is for "the [Swedish] family" and no "others." 

 Collective discussion concerning societal segregation highlighting suburban immigrant 
enclaves functioning effectively as "parallel societies" are extant in all Swedish political parties, 
but only SD explicitly reframes this population as "not true" Swedes and a threat to national 
identity, irrespective of legal citizenship (Dahlstedt & Eliassi, 2018, cited in Elgenius & 
Wennerhag, 2018, 145), as the chief cause of crime, and illegitimate competitors over scarce 
and decreasing societal resources (Rydgren 2003, 2008 cited in Elgenius & Wennerhag, 2018, 
146). The message that "outsiders" are burdensome or less entitled to assistance or benefits in 
Sweden's welfare state than "ethnic Swedes" is perhaps the discursive device best facilitating 
SD's ascent by utilizing a "nostalgic appeal to an idealized and sanitized version of folkhem" 
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(Norocel, 2016, 372). This expansive welfare state, created by and for the care of the Swedish 
people from "cradle to grave" is the institutionalized manifestation of Swedish cultural 
collectivism, a national cultural entity in its own right, whose existence guaranteed a base 
standard of living and social safety net. 

 The "politics of belonging" is heavily implicated in the concept of othering and retains its 
own individual character. "Belonging" is more than just how individuals identify themselves 
by social divisions, but how experiences intersect with other social actors with respect to the 
location and social position agents can employ to fully use and explore their society (331). 
Ålund (2014) emphasizes the importance of developing an "intersectional perspective focused 
on the agency, interconnectedness, and situated knowledge" as different dimensions of power 
between social actors and how the marginalized can articulate their personal narratives of being 
singled out, disconnected, or re-connected to their citizenship (332-3). The politics of belonging 
suggest that some people belong in a place or are entitled to a special status there and that some 
people do not deserve to belong in a place, and thus, they do not have the agency afforded to 
others within that place, without the potential risk of raising questions or offense. When an 
individual “belongs” in Sweden or is shown social solidarity in the face of discrimination, she 
can experience recaptured connectivity and empowerment to affect the political and societal 
reality as "full" citizens. When one is not accepted, their individual destiny becomes subordinate 
in their own home with heavy implications for societal unity and integration into the collective 
(Ålund, 2014, 333-4) accompanied by adverse effects on their individual destiny as well. 

3.5 Post-structuralism and discourse theory 
 
 This work, like the literature review in the second section, universally utilizes discourse 
analysis as its methodology and necessitates discussion concerning discourse theory. Discourse 
theory provides a framework for understanding the connections between "micro-level linguistic 
expressions on gender and sexuality and macro-level socio-cultural structures and their mutual 
interaction and interdependence" where each "micro-level expression participates in the 
production and reproduction of the macro-level social-cultural structures and 
practices...form[ing] the frame in which the micro-level expressions can take place." 
(Lähdesmäki & Saresma, 2014, 303) 

 Discourse is defined in Lähdesmäki & Saresma (2014) as an "attempt to assign meaning 
within a particular area by structuring 'signifiers' into certain meanings (the 'signified') in an 
effort to exclude alternate meanings" (303). There is evident power and influence in the exercise 
of assigning meaning to what is articulated and by fixing alternate or competing notions of 
gender, nationality, citizenship, culture, and equality and who "belong" and who are "outsiders" 
to uplift some while subordinating others. By this practice, a new societal hegemony (called "a 
logic of articulation") can be achieved rehabilitating the identity of those feeling forgotten, 
disenfranchised, or upset by societal change (303). Persuasive and clearly-articulated 
arguments are a tool to gain credence and support, where particular words can denote common 
links and concerns, and exclude outsiders from following along. Contrarily, a critical 
examination that dismantles and interprets arguments, and thus dredges up fallacies and 
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inconsistencies in the discourse can "contribute to the dissolution of those same hegemonic 
practices" (304). This practice provides a key motive for discourse analysis, not merely grasping 
implicit meaning within political discourse, but also providing the means of revealing flaws or 
inconsistencies in those arguments. 

 One sees from earlier theoretical discussion that signifiers such as "equality," "security," or 
"family," or "Swedish" emerge with distinct and habitually loaded meanings in Swedish 
discourse, function effectively as a sub-language that can be persistently matched to themes 
concerning gender and nationalism. For example, when mainstream news reporters used the 
signifier "Swedish" above it signified whiteness, in essence functioning as implicit synonym. 
When nationalist parties invoke "family", it is a particular conception that is "signified," that is, 
the traditional nuclear family, with both male and female parents.  

 Moreover, "family" is held up as the basic building block of society on which the state has 
imposed measures in contradiction what parents might naturally "choose" to do, such as 
forgoing the paid workforce and embracing the traditional female gender role as a mother and 
home-maker. This idealization of essentialized, traditional gender identities are roles inform 
social and societal interactions, along a spectrum, from the home to the nation state (Collins 
1998, 62-63). Similarly, the question of "equality" means something else to this 
nationalist/conservative conception of gender, since the natural order of things forms 
hierarchies and delegates essential roles that are equal in value, however distinct. (Likewise, 
views of full role equalization, both domestic and public, also have underlying normative 
assumptions to be scrutinized when analyzing equality feminism (likartsfeminism in Swedish). 

 Accordingly, this exposed meaning in nationalist discourse shows that state facilitation of 
shared parental responsibility (such as individualized parental leave) is perceived as artificial, 
breaking from what many holds to be “normal" and ideal, and hence, hegemonic. This 
highlights a belief in a "natural order to society" where deviation outside the traditional nuclear 
family image is seen as undermining things as they "should" be. When the atomic family, 
society's basic building block, is (perceived as) critically undermined, it often leads to a sense 
that society itself is falling off of its axis, fueling powerful reactions within.  

 One can also grasp that “family” evokes essential distinctions "in" vs. "out" groups—bound 
by blood-ties vs. some “other” (Collins 1998, 69-71). An ethnic, cultural or national 
construction to designate “family” immediately sets up a distinct pecking order for the inside 
group being “entitled to benefits merely by belonging” (71) vs. an outsider. The family member 
is naturally worthier than the non-family member, with nationalist rhetoric often reflecting that 
the outsider should not be helped (even if in greater relative need or requiring minimal effort) 
if the insider could possibly be entitled to less as a result. Other constructs such as legitimacy 
of children, marriage, divorce, and widowhood legalize and make practical the boundaries 
between women and how they fit in, are defined or excluded from ridged family units, 
distinctions of key importance as women create more people definable as within the “in” group, 
i.e. citizens (Yuval-Davis, 1993, 628-629). 

 Women and family are frequently used as living imagery of the nation itself. Sweden is 
personified in Mother Svea, America in Columbia (the US government is illustrated as "Uncle 
Sam"), France's Marianne, Mother Russia or the United Kingdom's Britannia. "La Patrie," a 
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woman giving birth, personified the French Revolution (Yuval-Davis, 1993, 627). Nations are 
invoked as "fatherlands," "motherlands," and "homelands" while military men serve with their 
"brothers-in-arms" (Towns et al., 2014, 239). Gender ideology is deep-rooted and interwoven 
in the nation's construction: practically, historically, culturally, symbolically–and inextricable 
in its conception.
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 4. Analytical framework 
 This project was initially conceived hearing about increasing female support for the Sweden 
Democrats concurrent with media reports of SD policy departures from common Swedish 
gender-equality praxis. Thus, it is these departures and how they are represented, that informed 
the analytical method starting point. As mentioned, how problems are perceived and portrayed 
create different impressions of what the problem "is" and inform policy construction to address 
perceived problem(s). 

 As other works have typically employed a historical and/or contextual discourse analysis as 
research methodology, and as it is SD-Kvinnor discussing their view of Sweden's problems and 
their policy responses that are analyzed, it was most suitable to apply a form of the WPR 
discourse method described by Bacchi (1999) and Bacchi & Eveline (2010), utilized in the 
discourse analysis in Towns et. al., (2014).  

This series of questions is applied to empirical data (Bacchi & Eveline, 2010,117) for analysis: 

1. What's the problem represented to be in a specific policy or policies? 
2. What deep-seated presuppositions or assumptions (conceptual logics) underlie this 

representation of the "problem"? (Problem representation.) 
3. How has this representation of the "problem" come about? 
4. What is left unproblematic in this problem representation? Where are the silences? Can the 

"problem" be conceptualized differently? 
5. What effects (discursive, subjectification, lived) are produced by this presentation of the 

"problem"? 
6. How and where has this representation of the "problem" been produced, disseminated and 

defended? How has it been and/or how can it be disrupted and replaced? 
 

 By starting in asking "What's the problem represented?" a prescribed series of questions 
"seeks to draw attention to three overlapping kinds of implications or repercussions as a way of 
assessing the usefulness or, alternatively, the limitations or even dangers of a particular policy 
or policy proposal: discursive effects (limiting what can be said or not), subjectification effects 
(political subjects produced in and through discourse, which are stigmatized, exonerated, etc.), 
and lived effects (the material impacts on subject's lives) (Bacchi & Eveline, 2010, 115, 118). 
This project's scope will focus primarily on discursive effects, and wholly on social media 
dissemination. 

 It is crucial to note that "representations do not imitate reality but are [rather] the practices 
on which things take on meaning and value" (Bacchi & Eveline, 2010, 115). As every publicly 
proposed "solution" is intertwined with a particular representation of a problem, it is crucial to 
excavate underlying assumptions that may depart significantly from reality. This paper chiefly 
analyzes impressions created in the discourse, afore the veracity of said claims, however 
background or interpretative resources may be drawn upon for context or as a means of 
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interpretation. Project length parameters also necessitate laying prime analytical focus to 
meaning assignation over potential counter-arguments to disrupt and replace SD-Kvinnor 
problem representations. 

 

These adapted analytical questions dovetail with the main research questions as follows: 

1. What policy issues and perceptions do SD-Kvinnor highlight [Q1. What's the problem 
represented to be in a specific policy or policies?] relating to their beliefs about women 
in Swedish society? [Q2. What deep-seated presuppositions or assumptions underlie 
this representation of the "problem"? Q4. What is left unproblematic in this problem 
representation? What are the silences? Can the problem be conceptualized 
differently?]  

2. What changes in Swedish society are attracting and politically motivating SD-Kvinnor? 
[Q3. Why has this representation of the "problem" come about?] 

3. How do SD-Kvinnor articulate, explicitly or implicitly, [Q5. What (discursive) effects are 
produced by this presentation of the "problem"?]  their arguments on social media and 
how do these vary (or not) from other analyses? [Q6. How has this representation of the 
"problem" been produced, disseminated and defended [online]? How has it been 
and/or how can it be disrupted and replaced (in brief)?] 

 

These precepts of constructivism, post-structuralism, feminism and the state detailed above 
provided the theoretical keys for deconstructing gender, gender mainstreaming, gender analysis 
and gendering practices as policy proposals or party ideology (117). Synthesizing these with 
the analytical framework, the collected data was reviewed several times, noted and categorized 
after investigation scanning for: 

• articulated beliefs about feminism, gender roles, and "Swedishness" 
• identified problems and repetitiveness 
• keyword signifiers such as "family," "security," "equality," "women," etc. 
• value-laden descriptors such as "choice," "respect," "real" 
• equivocation (what is unmentioned or avoided in the argument) 
• implicit or explicit reference to current events, societal change, or personal circumstances 

to give indicators of positionality (personal and collective) 
• tone of speech, posturing, or ambiguous statements 
• double-speak, hidden meanings, or any logical fallacies, dissonance, propaganda techniques 
• timing or context of the posting 

 

 Finally, data selections referring or responding to other news articles, comments, or events 
required circumstantial investigation. Contextual information is not analyzed in of itself but 
used for the purposes of analysis as needed. The next section discusses the method of data 
collection and selection in compiling empirical materials and how these were organized for 
application of the markers where both theoretical and analytical frameworks merge. 
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5. Data sourcing and selection methods 
 After Barack Obama's presidential election in 2008, the role social media played in his 
success was widely recognized. Today social media still plays a pivotal (and even distortive) 
role in how political actors engage with each other on issues (Norocel, 2018, 44, Lähdesmäki 
& Saresma, 2014, 302). There is a wide and expanding variety of social media platforms to 
utilize for the battle of ideas, with increasing calls for regulations to prevent the spread of "fake 
news." 

 The most ubiquitous social media platform is Facebook, founded in February 2004, with a 
total worldwide membership of 2.27 billion monthly active users, with 375 million in Europe, 
and nearly 1.5 billion daily active users, with 278 million in Europe as of September 2018 
(Facebook, 2018). In Sweden, Facebook is the most popular social networking site with 74% 
of the Swedish population (Statista, 2018a) using it out of 95% of the population with home 
access to the internet (Statista, 2018c). While other social media platforms were considered, 
these were excluded for simple reasons: the SD-Kvinnor Twitter account has not been updated 
since 30 April 2015 [accessed 13 May 2019], and the SD-Kvinnor Instagram account was only 
created on 21 March 2018 and features a mere 18 posts that are exact duplicates of posts on 
Facebook within the motivated timeframe. Therefore, empirical data was derived solely from 
Facebook. SD-Kvinnor's Facebook presence is summarized in the figure below: 

Figure 5.1: SD-Kvinnor Facebook page vs. Facebook group (as of 29 Dec 2018) 
 

 

 Facebook features both "pages" and "groups" which are similar, yet distinct, categories. 
Facebook "pages" function similar to an individual account profile but serve as an official space 
for "public figures, businesses, organizations, and other entities to create an authentic and public 
presence on Facebook" (Hicks, 2010). However, unlike a profile, Facebook pages are always 
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publicly visible. "Groups" are defined as "the place for small group communication and for 
people to share their common interests and express their opinion. Groups allow people to come 
together around a common cause, issue or activity to organize, express objectives, discuss 
issues, post photos and share related content." (Hicks, 2010).  

 Data analyzed in this paper was solely collected from the SD-Kvinnor Facebook page given 
its public availability and more regular updating compared to other platforms. While only page 
administrators and app developers can monitor "likes" using Facebook analytics, page posts 
mentioning membership growth provide an idea of SD-Kvinnor page traffic growth. An 8 
September 2011 post on the SD-Kvinnor page reports 100 "likes" (six weeks after page creation) 
and a 1 September 2018 post reports 10,000 "likes" (SD-Kvinnor, 2011Na; 2018Nb). As of 29 
December 2018, there were 11,656 likes and 11,694 followers. However, page "likes" do not 
correspond to self-reported membership figures. Anyone on the internet may "like" a Facebook 
page; thus, "likes" should be taken with skepticism in gauging support, although they can be 
neutrally showing interest. "Likes" or page engagement can even be from those who are not 
supportive or even hostile to the Sweden Democrats, but yet wish to follow postings for 
information or even "trolling" (although this can be done by merely "following" the page, a 
functionality added in 2014). "Followers" can be people who "like" or do not "like" the page 
and merely reflects Facebook users wanting to see SD-Kvinnor updates in their news feed. 

 Studying open social media posts has merit, as it represents how SD-Kvinnor wish to portray 
themselves to the broad public and what they choose to post as part of political outreach. Given 
that the SD saw steady increases in SD-Kvinnor membership during the motivated time period, 
it appears to have been effective in attracting support. As of 7 August 2018, a chart was posted 
showing the rapid growth in their SD-Kvinnor membership ranks to 3,000 members, and on 6 
December 2018, a page post reported a total of 4,000 members in SD-Kvinnor, an increase of 
33% in a four-month period (SD-Kvinnor, 2018Na; 2018Nc). 

 As of 31 December 2018, a total of 294 posts/data units had been made to the SD-Kvinnor 
Facebook page since its creation on 20 July 2011, with 105 posts/data units from 2011-2013 
(outside the motivated time period). This left 189 posts/data units from the time period (2014-
2018) for potential analysis after this first pass. In the second pass, the remaining 189 posts/data 
units were scanned for ideological substance and policy pitches. Thus, non-substantive posts 
pertaining to membership application dates, fees, workshop signups, job postings, nomination 
meetings, or other "housekeeping" notices were discarded (44 units) with other non-textual 
"trivial" posts (such as photo snapshots of meetings, seasonal cover photo updates, general 
holiday greetings, and posts about a competitive female body builder in SD were discarded as 
well (51 units). The discard of these total 95 non-substantive posts left 94 ideological 
substantive posts. In the third and final round of evaluation, any posts that were non-SD 
authored or solely male authored or male speech (10) were discarded as well as posts with 
broken or removed links (7). This brought the number of posts to be analyzed to a total of 77 
units. The data sifting process is visualized below (Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.2: Summary of data collection and selection process 
 

 
 

Posts were then divided into four media categories and coded by creation year, media type with 
a third sequential alphabet letter assigned to each individual unit): posts with linked articles 
(A), images with captions (I), miscellaneous open posts or letters (M), and posts with video 
footage (V) to facilitate analysis (including any introduction text in posts). Downloads or 
screenshots of the categorized materials were then organized by assigned code (format 
20YYXx), date, and direct web address for ease of reference and sorted into tables for Swedish 
to English translation, with space designated for a step-by-step application of theoretical and 
analytical frameworks described in the previous section. The final tally of analyzed data units 
is summarized in the table (Figure 5.3) below. 

Figure 5.3: Summary of data units by media category and production year  
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5.1 Limitations 
 
 Since the SD-Kvinnor Facebook page is open to anyone on the internet, it raises a question 
of whether "closed" or "secret" Facebook groups would have different discourse, as discussion 
occurs amid "friends" who are fellow registered members. But as "closed" groups have an 
expectation of privacy, collection from this data source is clearly unethical per Association of 
Internet Researcher ethics guidelines (Norocel, 2018, 46). Therefore, this paper limits itself by 
ethical necessity to public posting. 

 Like Towns et al. (2014) I agree there is value in looking at discussion of policy and ideology 
in the body of members, but this page's comments are open to the general public, not just 
Sweden Democrat women. As Towns et al. pointed out, individual incidents have led to SD 
leaders being disavowed as on the "fringe" and expelled for making un-sanctioned remarks 
(239). Therefore, if the goal is (a modicum of) official party discourse provided by SD women, 
only posts by the page administrators can be analyzed, rather than comments underneath posts. 

 Another limitation that became apparent was that far more of the available data is skewed to 
the end of the 2014-2018 date range. Of 189 posts collected within the indicated time period 
after the first round of data collection, 109 of these were from 2018 alone, simply because the 
Facebook page was more regularly updated than before. Within the data process described 
above, the process resulted in 61% of data from 2018, 11.6% of data from 2017, 7.8% of data 
from 2016, 4% from 2015, and 15.6% from 2014. Therefore, this research tilts heavily towards 
the preceding year, serving less well than initially anticipated to show "shifts" in ideology or 
problem representation. My aim is not to quantify the Facebook posting habits of SD-Kvinnor 
(this study is qualitative) but to point out this distribution with reference to the second research 
question ("What changes in Swedish society attract and politically motivate SD-Kvinnor, in 
regard to gender-related ideology and policy?") that corresponds to the third analytical question 
in the WPR framework: "How has this representation of the 'problem' come about?" In 
analyzing the selected data, it is also key to consider the "when" of a problem representation--
why is this being posted now and for what reasons? So, practice here has sought to add a 
consideration of "situatedness" in recognition of its value as a "clue" for data analysis. 

 Regarding author "positionality" (Sager & Mulinari, 2017, 150) within politically sensitive 
issues, I am persuaded that my own personal location should be shared; namely, that I am a 
white American immigrant woman residing in Sweden since 2013 (with EU family member 
residency and work rights), currently awaiting a decision on Swedish citizenship. As the 
Sweden Democrats have indirectly, yet successfully wielded influence in tightening Swedish 
residency and citizenship policies (Schierup et al., 2017, 10) this ultimately could affect my 
personal situation, with forthcoming stricter requirements for Swedish citizenship to be shortly 
instituted. Furthermore, while unlikely to be successfully implemented yet, any ban on double-
citizenship also has deep personal implications my family as well.  

 Notions of neutrality and objectivity have traditionally prevailed in academic writing. 
Undeniably my positionality is a limitation in this respect, however, scholarship has 
increasingly argued that personal vantage and experience fosters critical areas of knowledge 
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and (as I have described) are accompanied by deeper understanding of the political stakes. All 
arguments of positionality aside, as gender constructivism is utilized here as a theoretical 
framework, any notion of neutrality is inherently dubious, as SD has repeatedly pursued 
defunding university teaching and research of gender studies and gender-neutral policies 
abolishment even in public schooling. 

 Finally, Swedish is not my native language. This research seeks to contribute to English 
language scholarship, but there remains a miniscule, yet present, potential for Swedish-English 
translation errors that may affect data interpretation. In a precaution against erroneous 
translation, the material and translations were reviewed for accuracy by a few helpful native-
Swedish speaking individuals. Sourcing a Swedish transcription software to extract text from 
video recording was very challenging, so efforts were necessary to “manually" extract text from 
video footage when software proved deficient with review and assistance from the same 
individuals. 
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6. Results and Interpretation 
 Indeed, analysis of the content incorporated or touched upon a wide swath of the theoretical 
frameworks. Here, the prevalent and dominant discursive themes are organized under each 
research question, with citations taken from the table of empirical data provided in the appendix. 
Full textual excerpts are also made available and organized correspondingly within the 
appendix. This project has sought not to critique normatively, but analytically dismantle and 
interpret the stances found here while noting inconsistencies or logical fallacies, incorporating 
background and contextual details where necessary for interpretation. An overall evaluation of 
the results is found in the conclusion. 

Q1. What policy issues and perceptions do SD-Kvinnor highlight 
relating to their beliefs about women in Swedish society? 

6.1.1 Men and women are equal...but different  
Echoing previous studies, it became quite clear that is that SD-Kvinnor discourse is consistent 

with the party discourse, viewing women as equal yet naturally different; imbued with particular 
inclinations, abilities, and occupational choices and that these natural "choices" should be 
secure for both sexes. Any mention of non-binary individuals or those who reject gender 
constructs is entirely absent. The Swedish state's entrenched, infused equality feminist 
normative core that suggests women and men have similar capabilities and strengths and should 
be represented equally throughout society is artificial anathema. Rather, these women 
recurrently state that the equally valuable roles which individuals "naturally" default (falling 
solely on the lines of biological sex) should be respected and valued in Swedish society; their 
standpoint is the "real" feminism by "real" women. (Excerpts from SD-Kvinnor 2016Aa, 
2018Ad, 2018Af, 2018Ah, 2018Ib, 2018Ih, 2018Iy found in Appendix 9.1.1) 

6.1.2 Not all women's choices are equally valued and respected 
 For many decades Sweden has engaged in a well-funded state welfare project (in the form 

of multiple policies governing parental leave, childcare, individual taxation, contraceptive 
availability, etc.) to provide means to unbind women from expected work of household tasks 
and child rearing confined them to the private sphere, instead of paid work. Women opting to 
be housewives (or are eliminated from the workforce for other reasons) perceive no personal 
benefit from these tax-funded programs, nor are (usually female) stay-at-home spouses 
claimable as a tax deduction on the (usually male) breadwinner's income taxation. These women 
exist in a culture that automatically, politically, and culturally assumes and supports women in 
paid occupations, with statements clearly interpreted that these women feel their beliefs or life 
choices are not championed equally and leading to defensiveness and insecurity, both 
economically and socially. Thus, SD-Kvinnor build a new logic of articulation that re-defines 
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their life choices as valuable and worthy of respect, re-making feminism reflecting the "real 
lives" they lead. (Excerpts from SD-Kvinnor 2014Ab, 2014Ac, 2014Ad, 2018Ac, 2018Ah, 
2014Ia, 2014Ib, 2018Ip, 2018It, 2018Vb found in Appendix 9.1.2) 

6.1.3 Women-dominated professions need improvement, not quotas 
For women engaged in paid work, many of these are employed in lower paying "pink-collar" 

jobs (nursing, teaching, and caregiving, etc.) currently affected in Sweden by stressful and 
understaffed working environments. SD-Kvinnor state these occupations lack the prestige, pay, 
and respect compared with other (usually male-dominated) work. Political discussion regarding 
quotas for better gender representation on corporate boards is derided as being an issue that 
"real women" (in presumably pink-collar jobs) don't care about and irrelevant to improving 
their everyday. Pursuit of proportional representation across occupational fields ignores what 
women "really" want, and quotas "share problems" instead of solving them (the solution being, 
to make women's natural choices better respected, compensated, with better conditions). 
(Excerpts from SD-Kvinnor 2014Ac, 2014Ad, 2018Aa, 2018Ad, 2018Af, 2018Ah, 2014Ia, 
2014Ib, 2018Ia, 2018Ig, 2018Io, 2018Ir, 2018It, 2018Mc in Appendix 9.1.3) 

6.1.4 Medical progress necessitates further abortion limits 
 The most hotly debated topic in the 2018 Swedish election campaign was abortion, with 
many charging Sweden Democrats as misogynists (kvinnofientlig, in Swedish, translating 
literally as “woman hostile”). Despite this, abortion surfaced in relatively few data points. 

 In recent decades, abortion has been mainly uncontroversial, however, SD has driven 
renewed debate of Sweden's 1974 abortion laws which are still in effect today, proposing that 
the "free abort" limit be lowered from 18 weeks to 12 weeks due to medical advances. SD-
Kvinnor cite repeatedly that all parties support "some limit" on abortion and that they are not 
anti-choice (SD-Kvinnor 2016Aa, 2018Ac, 2018Mc, 2018Md). (Undeniably, SD has the most 
restrictive view.) 

 Per the National Board of Health and Welfare (Socialstyrelsen), "After week 18 may abortion 
only be performed if Socialstyrelsen has given permission based upon that an extraordinary 
reason exists. Socialstyrelsen may not give permission for abortion if the fetus is believed to be 
viable outside the womb. Individual evaluation is based upon a doctor and social workers 
evaluation." Per law, the fetus is considered to be viable and having the legal status as a birthed 
child after 22 weeks’ gestation. Any required medical intervention after 22 weeks is an 
"inducement of childbirth" legally requiring that mother and infant receive medical assistance.  

 To date the earliest surviving delivery occurred at 21 weeks and 5 days, nevertheless medical 
science still ascribes the "age of viability" at week 24, with at least a 50% chance of survival, 
where week 22 has a 0% to 10% survival rate. (Entirely absent from mention are severe, life-
long health issues or early death usually accompanying extremely premature births.) 

 Of the 35,000–38,000 abortions taking place in Sweden annually, 6% of these take place 
after 12-week mark in Sweden, which SD-Kvinnor specifically acknowledge (SD-Kvinnor 
2018Ab), while 55% take place before week 7. Sweden's abortion rate has remained stable and 
even fallen in most groups (for example, the 15-19-year-old abortion rate has halved since 
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2006). Overall, Sweden's abortion rate is stable at 20 abortions per 1,000 childbearing (15–44 
years) women with 93% medicinally induced at very low health risk. Entirely absent in 
discourse is any circumstances behind an abortion occurring at a later point. Abortions 
undertaken after the first trimester typically follow devastating test results in a desired 
pregnancy. Extenuating social circumstances involving rape or incest with delays in 
discovering and obtaining medical assistance are also possible explanations. Any additional 
bureaucratic delay in these circumstances raises both physical and mental risks for the woman. 
Finally, low-cost or free assistance reduces the likelihood of (unnecessarily) late abortion. 

Contradictions are evident between the excerpt (SD-Kvinnor, 2018Mc dated 2 September 
2018) that it is possible to save a life "around week 19" when compared to the excerpt (SD-
Kvinnor, 2018Ab dated 3 September 2018) that "children have been saved around week 21-
22." Other excerpts appeal to emotions by gruesomely depicting babies dying in medical basins 
with distressed midwives bound by law to not render assistance (SD-Kvinnor, 2018Ab, 
2018Md). Again, key circumstantial context is omitted. 

Further interpretative research around these remarks uncovers affected medical personnel 
specifically stating they are "not against the current abortion legislation" but express the need 
to better manage late abortions in consideration of the patient, fetus, and attending staff, 
explicitly stating this involves a "very low number" of abortions (Nilsson, 2011). Further 
contextual research, revealed Riksdag Motion 2018/19:2479 tendered in November 2018 by 
SD-Kvinnor Julia Kronlid and Linda Lindberg which cites 597 Socialstyrelsen abortion 
petitions in 2015, with 65% of these due to fetal chromosomal abnormalities or injury with the 
other 35% of pregnancies due to physical or mental illness in the woman.) This is 1.5% out of 
38,000 abortions performed in Sweden in 2015 (Socialstyrelsen, 2016). However, no 
acknowledgment of this figure nor the petition circumstances are mentioned in social media.  

Finally, SD women repeatedly cite other European nations as justification to amend Sweden's 
abortion law (SD-Kvinnor, 2016Aa, 2017Aa, 2018Ab, 2018Mc, 2018Md). Historically, 
Sweden has safeguarded abortion access (not costs) for women from more restrictive countries. 
SD formally supports leaving the EU, citing that outside interference in Sweden's sovereign 
rights is unwelcome, particularly relating to immigration (like other nationalist parties found in 
Europe). Arguing that Sweden should align its policies in conformity with other nations is 
inconsistent with another excerpt censuring Feminist Initiative for its pro-EU stance (SD-
Kvinnor, 2014Ab). 

 One might logically argue that Sweden, given its early and strong feminist commitment, sets 
a higher standard for female reproductive freedoms and bodily autonomy. The key paradox is 
the contradiction in resisting "outside" influence or policy, but then looking outside and co-
opting the discourse of common European values to justify changes to long-standing law 
because it is a liberal outlier. This parallel is evident elsewhere: common European laws are 
weaponized to justify stricter abortion laws and "gender-equality" is weaponized against 
immigrant men. 

 Abortion limits similar to that of "women-friendly" Norway are subsequently dispatched to 
rebut accusations of misogyny, however it is worth nothing that Norway has had a much 
stronger "housewife" culture than in Sweden (Sümer et al., 2014, 287), and there is considerable 
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variation in the timeline and services offered within Nordic welfare states. This singling out of 
Norway (2017Aa, 2018Ab, 2018Md) also implicitly duplicates SD's identification of common 
blood kinship with Nordic nations, alongside allowing dual Nordic citizenship. 

 Furthermore, a current a four-week safety margin sets precedent between "free" abortion and 
"no" abortion limits. With no medical evidence for surviving births before week 21, a 
comparable 4-week margin for unrestricted abortion provides some logic to restrict after week 
17. Even assuming the (non-factual) assertion that its "possible to save a life" around week 19 
(2018Mc), this establishes a rationale for a week 15 limit. The same excerpt (2018Mc) cites 
need for two-week safety margin, though. Ultimately, a 12-week limit never adds up 
mathematically, nor is any explanation disclosed even if one considers the common medical 
acknowledgment that viability has likely met its ultimate limit. 

 Looking for SD's party platform concerning abortion in late 2018 (on both SD and SD-
Kvinnor webpages yielded no mention, even when scrutinizing familiepolitik (family issues), 
jämställdhetspolitik (gender equality issues), or vård (healthcare) until a page dated 13 March 
2019 was posted on the main SD website. A scrutiny of the timing of posts on the Facebook 
page indicates abortion posts followed critical articles or reports published in the election 
campaign lead up. Before October 2016 no mention was found in the data sample collected 
while one mention (2018Md) expressly stated "the issue has not been proclaimed as a top area 
of focus in the election." All of this implies that SD has a bit of an ideological tightrope to walk: 
being palatable to a largely secular public that may only want stricter immigration laws and see 
nothing wrong with current, long-standing guidelines, while a lack of posts (6 out of 77 total) 
could mean this discussion is obscured in light of Sweden's feminist reputation, making 
abortion restrictions a tough sell. (Excerpts included are SD-Kvinnor, 2016Aa, 2017Aa, 
2018Ab, 2018Ac, 2018Mc, 2018Md, 2018Vc in Appendix 9.1.4) 
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 Q2. What changes in Swedish society are attracting and politically 
motivating SD-Kvinnor? 
 

6.2.1 Increased foreign immigration makes us less safe and secure 
 No topic surfaced more extensively than assertions of unsafe public spaces. This topic was 
interjected at random in a variety of posts, even in unrelated topics such as women's working 
conditions, abortion, sick care, parental leave and quotas, not just discussions of crime and 
punishment. The bodily and sexual safety of females threatened by violence and rape by 
"extreme Islam" becomes increasingly explicit after the migration crisis peaked in fall 2015.   

 There considerably less posting on this topic prior to this point (SD-Kvinnor, 2014Ac, 
2014Ia, 2014Ib, 2014Id, 2014Va) mentioning immigration, implicitly or explicitly, in 
conjunction with crime (invoked generally with signifiers such as "violators"). After the 
refugee crisis peaked and immigration policies were tightened in the aftermath, posts 
increasingly suggest a link between rising immigration and rising crime (SD-Kvinnor, 2016Ab, 
2016Ad, 2017Ab, 2018Aa, 2018Ab, 2018Ac, 2017Ia, 2018Iz, 2017Mc, 2018Mc, 2018Md). 

Sweden does not keep any official statistics of crime that note the ethnicity (but does record 
birth origin) of either perpetrator or victim. Notably more mention alludes to sexual assault and 
rape rather than other crime (theft, carjacking, criminal gang activity, shootings, murder, etc.) 
Women are constructed as (biologically) vulnerable and powerless in a divided and 
deteriorating state run by a government unwilling to face "reality" and whose liberal 
immigration policies (SD-Kvinnor, 2018Ab, 2018Ac) are the root cause of this trouble. This 
focus speaks to the nationalist narratives of femininity and "blood" relations determining with 
whom it is acceptable for women to have sexual relations with (Nagel, 2000, 254-256). Any 
ambiguity in the earliest posts evaporates after 2015.  

Conversely, three "damage control" posts following reports of sexual harassment and assault, 
threats of physical violence, or rogue "personal" comments regarding domestic violence within 
the Sweden Democrat party (SD-Kvinnor, 2014Aa, 2016Ma, 2017Mb) by ethnically-Swedish 
men were also posted in the data selection. Further interpretative research as to what incidents 
or negative news coverage the posts refer to provided key background information, that these 
Facebook excerpts make obvious of a shifting, inconsistent view of violence depending on the 
perpetrator, as these reports lack the vehemence as posts regarding foreign men. 

 Much of two posts read verbatim or nearly identical in parts, suggesting the latter was merely 
slightly revised, at least in part, from the 2016 response. Distress is expressed at the accusations, 
but both responses also visibly diminish the reported allegations. Incidents of rape and 
harassment are portrayed as commonplace and widespread ("there are problems like other 
parties") utilizing an appeal to hypocrisy and "whataboutism". If women should never be 
subjected to sexual violence or bodily violence of any kind, an objectively abysmal standard 
and logical fallacy is to lay primary focus on not having a "bigger" problem of sexual 
harassment than elsewhere. When scandals occur elsewhere, many commonly respond with a 
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swift investigation and/or expulsion of identified culprits, and not years later after a failed effort 
to suppress details, or after additional "rogue" remarks. 

 A firm assertion that SD-Kvinnor can securely report harassment does not acknowledge that 
here multiple women attempted to seek redress within the party, resulting in their dismissal and 
a campaign of libel, blame, and/or intimidation. In continually saying that these women's 
experiences cannot be recognized or identified by other women (even if truthful) casts implicit 
doubt on the accounts, even though reports concern multiple women at multiple times (thus, 
obviously not an isolated or "individual" occurrence), constituting a form of gaslighting, and 
likely discouraging other women to come forward since "everyone else" is fine. 

 In the 2016 response, deliberate mention is made that "no conviction" resulted; 
simultaneously the expulsion of the alleged culprits is disclosed. When concerning criminals of 
non-native background, a non-conviction casts no doubt on Swedish women's reports or fears 
but vocally invoked as the product of understaffed police and a flawed justice system. It is 
stressed that the rights of crime victims should be upheld and that reported crimes are disparate 
from successful criminal convictions and consistently linked (implicitly or explicitly) to foreign 
men. Here, there is no outcry of a absent conviction in light of the serious allegations, implying 
that the accusations were exaggerated or without substance. Moreover, if "no conviction" 
resulted, why were the men expelled anyway?  If a non-conviction does not eliminate foreign-
ethnic men from guilt, why does no conviction for assaults allegedly committed by native-
Swedish men also constitute an equally condemned failure of society where the safety of 
women is the paramount concern, rather than racism or xenophobia from foreign-born Swedes 
or recent immigrants?   

 This inconsistency invokes the theoretical framework (Nagel, 2000), suggesting that white 
men seeking sexual license with women is more accepted or even tolerated while sexual 
advances or harassment from "outsiders" is always intolerable and shameful. One can even infer 
an excusing or minimalizing of this behavior from SD men as "natural" to the assertive nature 
of men in pursuing women (rape and sexual harassment) or resorting to threats or violence to 
"protect" what they perceive as in Sweden's interests (the security lists and threats of reporting 
missing party money). The report vilifying accusers in the 2016 incident establishes clearly that 
SD is no exception to entwined narrations of feminine shame in nationalist ideology. Those 
threatened and harassed left SD as a result of their experiences, while most perpetrators 
remained. (Excerpts from SD-Kvinnor, 2014Aa, 2014Ac, 2016Ab, 2016Ad, 2017Ab, 2018Aa, 
2018Ab, 2018Ac, 2014Ia, 2014Ib, 2014Id, 2017Ia, 2018Iu, 2018Iz,  2016Ma, 2017Mb, 
2017Mc, 2018Mc, 2018Md, 2014Va in Appendix 9.2.1) 

6.2.2 Increased foreign immigration threatens Swedish gender equality 
 Many immigrants and their descendants arriving in Sweden in recent decades are more likely 
to follow traditional gender roles, however one sees in excerpts that SD-Kvinnor are not against 
conservative families, with a stay-at-home parent. What they invoke instead is the image of 
foreign women, living under the yoke of patriarchal "honor" culture with ethnic-Swedish 
women also affected in public spaces. And so, Swedish gender equality is invoked as 
endangered. 
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 The comment "this is what happens when society draws back and lets the criminal and 
conservative take over" (SD-Kvinnor, 2017Mc) is particularly attention-grabbing when 
compared with the excerpt "...in social conservative spirit, we safeguard each family's right to 
plan their existence without encroachment from the state..." (SD-Kvinnor, 2016Aa). Are there 
limits when a family in Sweden wishes to divide its own roles and finances within the home? 
While physically harming or coercing women is clearly illegal, what happens if foreign women 
wish to practice traditional, foreign religious values in accordance with their cultural upbringing 
and wear a veil or be arrange-married? If gender equality is defined by SD-Kvinnor as 
"opportunities for and respect for individual choices–whether or not these choices follow 
traditional gender norms" does this freedom not also extend to non-Western women in Sweden? 

 The context of a "child marriage" excerpt (SD-Kvinnor, 2018Iv) that minor marriage is illegal 
in Sweden (when a Socialstyrelsen brochure sparked heated debate in summer 2018), however 
Sweden at that time recognized marriages that took place where it was legally permitted. These 
cases are seldom encountered and are complex, especially the girls involved are also mothers 
asserting a desire to remain with their husbands. Additionally, children have rights to both 
parents in split custody, even if the mother might be better off totally separated from her spouse. 
Finally, a forced separation could result in more trauma after fleeing a war zone. 

 Although all parties object ethically to underage marriage, SD and even others cite Sweden's 
tendency to overlook such situations (fearing censure as racist, Islamophobic or culturally 
insensitive) as betraying women wishing to leave (even within non-child marriages), 
abandoning them to negotiate for their own freedom with little support in their communities. 
One video (SD-Kvinnor, 2016Va) post graphically depicts a darker skinned woman being 
beaten severely, followed by the image of an ethnically-Swedish woman helping the abuser 
cover up evidence of the abuse in a SD campaign film. 

 A key discursive takeaway here is the portrayal of this issue as black and white for political 
points when the issue is anything but, and where primary focus required getting refugees settled 
first with food, shelter, and other basic needs during overwhelming record immigration. 
Furthermore, underage marriage exists elsewhere in Western countries– it was permitted as late 
as 2014 in Sweden and is still permitted with judicial permission in Finland, home of Sweden's 
largest immigrant group. No commentary on this nor concerns regarding women living in 
conservative, patriarchal and fundamental Christian households are witnessed. 

 Indeed, women are not a monolith–having differing needs, preferences and obstacles in 
"everyday" life. But as nationalist groups implicitly or explicitly dismiss conservative non-
Western women as brainwashed by patriarchy and retrograde religious beliefs, might the same 
be rationally inferred for many Western women living in "social conservative" and/or other 
religious families? If Sweden is an authority of acceptable gender-equality values and should 
provide assistance for non-native women to escape patriarchy, is there not clearly a case of 
cognitive dissonance to propose dismantling the gender equality policies that enabled Swedish 
women, reinforced by state authority and funding, to overcome similar obstacles in the past 
(potentially constituting a considerable setback)? (Excerpts from SD-Kvinnor, 2017Ab, 
2018Af, 2018Ah, 2018Ia, 2018Id, 2018Ik, 2018Is, 2018Iv, 2018Ix, 2017Mc, 2018Md, 2016Va 
in Appendix 9.2.2) 
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6.2.3 Sweden's Christian heritage and culture is endangered by Islam 
 "Christian" enters the discourse rather than simply "Swedish" even though Sweden is 
formally secular (having dissolved ties with the Swedish Lutheran church in 2000) and has one 
of the world's highest rates of atheism. Regular church attendance is extremely low (9%) and 
church membership rates are decreasing (Pew, 2018). 

What is the impulse to invoke Christianity (typically the sole purview of the Christian 
Democrat (KD) party)? Is it to attract KD voters or another synonym for "Swedish" to 
distinguish in another manner from Muslim immigrants? Both posts are by SD parliamentary 
member Julia Kronlid and search for interpretative context uncovers her previous KD 
affiliation. Invoking Christianity as another signifier serves to light more interest with religious 
voters and expands the available cultural synonyms while still fitting SD's message. 

 Within an excerpt (SD-Kvinnor, 2018Md) is a contention that their more conservative 
supporters are concerned that they are "backing off" of their earlier commitments to limit 
abortions–often pursued by conservative Christian-identifying voters. Therefore, SD can utilize 
this issue to syphon votes from KD, the only other political party that customarily pushed 
tightened abortion laws in the mainstream constellation of Swedish political parties, but which 
drew back on this commitment under the direction of its previous leader, Göran Hagglund. 
Likewise, embedded in the same excerpt is a statement of support for Israel and a tactful 
"tabling" questions surrounding LGBTQ adoption of children, in favor of waiting for an 
anticipated 2019 report, suggesting again the need to walk a political tightrope around other 
issues typically in social conservative crosshairs. It is perhaps this narrative that makes it 
increasingly acceptable and attractive for KD’s party leader, Ebba Busch Thor, to dialogue with 
SD in future. (Excerpts from SD-Kvinnor, 2018Md, 2018Va in Appendix 9.2.3) 

6.2.4 A further weakening and stretched welfare state 
  Mulinari & Neergaard reported in their writing (based partially upon twenty interviews with 
SD-Kvinnor) that all their subjects had struggled with employment, disability, or as single 
parents, feeling stigmatized and marginalized socially and by virtue of their heavier welfare 
benefit consumption. Norocel (2018) in his article talked about how female nationalist political 
candidates use personal narratives of toughness and competency combined with "softer" 
intimate narratives surrounding nurturing and caring to appeal to supporters, relaying stories 
about their struggles and challenges that they have overcome or what they want they want to 
fix about society. However, in the mined excerpts, information about personal background, 
economy, or life circumstances is entirely and conspicuously absent.  

 One does find many excerpts referring to an unsatisfactory welfare state; pronounced as 
inadequate, unsatisfactory, and overburdened in providing the key functions of health care, 
elder care, sick leave, and disabled support. As Sweden's welfare sector is dominated by women 
employees, one earlier saw criticisms (in 6.1.3) that a weakening welfare state is responsible 
for poorer working conditions for women in schools and care professions. Throughout the texts, 
implicitly and explicitly, the perception is that the decline of folkhem is due entirely to a rapid 
influx of immigrants who have strained the Swedish welfare system. 
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 Within the traditional, conservative gender relations, men protected the women and children 
and elders and children were wards of the women. The construction of folkhem enabled women 
to set aside the duties to care for family and join the workforce. This care is disrupted when the 
State is lacking (or reducing services) in this aspect of folkhem, while various politicians of all 
ideologies disagree about the causes and solutions to alleviate reduced services and staff 
shortages. 

 However, explanations that lay sole blame on arriving immigration takes no account into 
the global economic changes of the past 25 years and the broader adoption of neo-liberal 
economic policies and actual reductions in welfare spending per capita during this time, policies 
pushed by conservative governments, to which even social democratic project has “succumbed 
to and internalized the neoliberal agenda.” (Schierup, et al, 2017, 1850-51) Like Swedish parties 
from the central to the right side of the political spectrum, SD today supports neo-liberal 
economic policies, although its earliest party line supported economic policies similar to the 
Social Democrats, with a likely explanation for changes due to the influence of other 
conservatives defecting to join SD (1845). (Excerpts from SD-Kvinnor, 2015Aa, 2015Ab, 
2016Aa, 2016Ac, 2018Ab, 2018Ac, 2018Ag, 2018Ia, 2018Ic, 2018Ie, 2018Il, 2018Im, 2018In, 
2018Iq, 2018Iw, 2018Iaa, 2018Me, 2018Va in Appendix 9.2.4) 
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Q3. How do SD-Kvinnor articulate, explicitly or implicitly, their 
arguments on social media and how do these vary (or not) from 
other analyses? 
 

6.3.1 Swedish individual vs. Swedish state 
 What is notably interwoven throughout this discourse is an implicit switch from viewing 

choices as naturally occurring on the basis of biological gender (viewing people on the group 
level) to appropriating an "individual" viewpoint with its accompanying language found in 
equality feminism to describe themselves as individuals who are making individual choices, 
and not defaulting to traditionally womanly roles that are beset by (state) interference in their 
individual life choices. This makes for an interesting dichotomy when compared with 
statements (even frequently immediately adjacent to each other) that automatically make 
suppositions solely based on group gender identity lines. (Excerpts from SD-Kvinnor 2014Ab, 
2016Aa, 2017Aa, 2018Ac, 2018Ad, 2018Af, 2018Ah, 2018Md in Appendix 9.3.1) 

6.3.2 We are driven by love 
 As Mulinari & Neergaard report about “caring” discourse in their writings, concern for non-
native women is prevalent, and found here (2018Ah, 2018Ik, 2018Is, 2018Iv, 2018Md, 
2016Va). As Mulinari & Neergaard report, these statements of concern directed to Muslim 
women living under oppression or as victims of so-called "honor culture,” provide built-in 
cover against accusations of simple racism or xenophobia. However, in comparison, far more 
recurrent and increasingly explicit is "care" regarding [Swedish] women’s safety against 
criminal foreigners. In later posts, this caring discourse is diminished as SD women increasingly 
articulate as SD men do saying certain behaviors and codes are simply un-Swedish and do not 
belong in Sweden. This discussion generally references that Sweden has been a country on the 
forefront of gender equality, women are less safe in public whereas Sweden was once safe, and 
different foreign values are running the country instead of Swedish customs and institutions. 

 More care rhetoric is dedicated to the Swedish people, “our own” that are impacted 
negatively by an over-burdened welfare state, providing built-in protection against accusations 
of xenophobia. Elsewhere, with reference to abortion, concern is extended more so to midwives 
assisting a late abortion or the pregnant mother herself, rather than the fetus, such as "we want 
to offer the greatest possible support" (SD-Kvinnor 2018Ab) or “since the risk for the woman 
is greater after week 12, should one talk with someone about reasons and consequences” 
(2018Vc) safeguarding against accusations of sexism or misogyny. 

 Instead of defending their ideology against immigration, Islam, LGBQT, feminism, etc, 
caring is expressed for Swedish families and children, another shield against criticism. 
Asserting that the state should not tell families what to do, allows SD to present themselves 
fundamentally as “pro-family,” while applying traditional, conservative assumptions of what 
“family” looks like. This entirety of this approach can be perhaps summed up in a mantra that 
appears regularly and has lengthily featured on the cover of the SD-Kvinnor Facebook page: 
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"Vi drivs av kärlek." ("We are driven by love.") (2015Ia) (Excerpts 2016Ad, 2017Aa, 2018Ab, 
2018Ac, 2014Ic, 2015Ia, 2018If, 2018Iv, 2018Iw, 2017Mc, 2018Ma, 2018Md, 2014Vb in 
Appendix 9.3.2) 

6.3.3 On the defensive 
 Another key matter is popular perception of SD and the validity of SD-Kvinnor representing 
Swedish women. It is rarely explicit, but a great many posts on Facebook immediately follow 
negative news coverage or contentious debates. These responses to negative press take a 
distinctly defensive cadence, revealing that the women have some deep-seated concerns in how 
they are perceived by outsiders. 

 When news reports came out increasingly labeling the Sweden Democrats as "kvinnofientlig" 
(misogynistic), the tone and choice of words becomes especially defensive...they are smeared 
(smörja) with "nonsense" or "piffle" (trams) as a series of critical articles from opposing parties 
appears in the summer of 2018 prior to the September national election. 

 Beyond defensiveness of the Sweden Democrat platform criticized in articles, there is a 
plain defensiveness of their own life choices, such as when they assert that conservative life 
choices are being shamed or that time with one's children is as honorable and valuable as a work 
career (2018Ah). This perhaps provides hints about the lives they lead currently or the way they 
wish to lead their lives. Given their growing support with women voters, this approach may 
prove true the adage that the best defense, is a good [taking] offense. (Excerpts 2014Ac, 
2017Aa, 2016Ma, 2017Mb, 2018Ma, 2018Mb, 2018Mc, 2018Md, 2018Me, 2018Vc in 
Appendix 9.3.3) 

6.3.4 Political activism as vehicle of empowerment 
 Alongside couched notions of the baseline vulnerability of women, is an articulation of 

"empowerment" through action and SD-Kvinnor membership. In this way, the vulnerable 
woman is given some modicum of power by means of political action (mirroring what Mulinari 
& Neergaard identified in their writing). The most recent advertised appeal for membership on 
3 December 2018 provided nine illuminating quotes alone from various women in how they 
communicated their feelings about their involvement in SD-Kvinnor (2018Mb). (Excerpts 
2018Mb, 2017Vb, 2018Vf in Appendix 9.3.4) 
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7. Conclusion 
 Via wishy-washy policy specifics or uncoordinated/inconsistent statements, these women 
are calibrating their message to navigate a minefield of different ideological hegemonies in 
Sweden, in a variety of issues. As a result, the reader experiences intermittent rhetorical 
whiplash of inconsistency. This perhaps can be explained as "damage control" in some 
instances, such as inner-party sex scandals. In another example, an issue based example (joint 
taxation) is first accusatorially defended (SD-Kvinnor 2018Ac, 22 August 2018), then 
dismissed as “just one legislator driving it” (SD-Kvinnor, 2018Mc, 02 September 2018) and 
then finally outright denied as “it’s nothing we are driving” (SD-Kvinnor, 2018Vc, 02 
September 2018) giving an impression that they are of making it up as they go, even within a 
brief period. 

 Given a skewed distribution of posts, there is a sense that women’s issues and outreach was 
not prioritized earlier, particularly notable is the disclosure by the SD Women’s Association 
President that the group does not drive any political issues, but simply suggests material 
revisions and runs weekend women's retreats instead (2018Ad), with the same article reporting 
that the SD-Kvinnor webpage was non-functional. [However, a new SD-Kvinnor website was 
launched on 9 April 2019, shortly before the submission of this paper.] It is widely 
acknowledged SD has procured increased support by carefully polishing and honing their 
image, while driving out extreme elements or supporters. 

 Sweden's “hegemonic feminism” celebrates "gender-equality" and is part of national 
identity. Yet, there are Swedish women who perceive personal stigmatization of their 
"traditional" femininity. These SD-Kvinnor identify with difference feminism 
(särartsfeminism), which is not inherently “un-Swedish.” For example, one distinguished and 
respected Swedish writer and first-wave difference feminist was Ellen Key. These women want 
the "equality" label but to also retain the option or re-orient Swedish womanhood towards 
embracing traditional gender roles. Their individual circumstances are totally undisclosed, but 
a logical conjecture is their vision mirrors the lives they are leading and want to live. 

An absence of first-person life narratives and the roles they personally fulfill, prominent as 
common speech devices used by politicians in general, but especially by women (Norocel, 
2018, 50-51), to seem approachable (usually as nurturing mothers) or appealing (as capable, 
tough leaders) to the voting public was unexpected. Only EU candidate Kristina Winberg 
(2014Ma, 2014Vc) referred to herself, vaguely. The entirety of the discourse was removed 
personally, vis a vis, "Women are afraid to go out at night" instead of "I was mugged in my 
neighborhood." Third-person narratives are rare and vague. Thus, the results here were 
inconsistent with other SD-Kvinnor writings involving first-hand narratives, like Mulinari & 
Neergaard’s works, disclosing struggles as single mothers, sick, etc. 

 SD-Kvinnor react to a changing Sweden that is becoming rapidly and increasingly multi-
cultural. In contrast with "hegemonic feminism," they want to retain "hegemonic whiteness" 
where "Swedish" and "white" remain popularly synonymous, but avoid charges of racism that 
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became socially stigmatized in the period of "white solidarity" (Hübinette & Lundström), when 
"openness" and "tolerance" became entrenched as Swedish identity and where collective 
emotional investment persists. In contrast, SD-Kvinnor infer no cultural attachment to 
"openness" and "tolerance" whatsoever and minimally, stake more social conditions upon it. 

SD's evolution from more union-centered working-class roots to adopt the neo-liberal 
economic policies of its closest political neighbors could represent a genuine ideological 
change, or a calculated judgment–perhaps both. Regardless, it is a calculation that seems to 
have paid off with many voters leaving the Conservatives (Moderaterna) and Liberals 
(Liberalerna) with defectors reinforcing these changes. This emerges in statements that more 
than half of private welfare companies are run by women and that three times as many women 
are employed in the private welfare sector. (Unmentioned, if private welfare companies were 
eliminated, the same health care needs would remain, likely keeping the same women employed 
under state-run care.) As for-profit welfare companies are required to maintain a same standard 
of care as state-run competitors, profits frequently derive from lower employee wages, either 
in base salaries or involuntary part-time or split shift work to maximize profits —the very areas 
SD-Kvinnor repeatedly say they want to improve or eliminate. 

Finally, the abortion issue stands out, not only because SD is the sole party actively driving 
further restrictions, but because much of their discourse is about individual life choices, families 
making their own choices (rather than the state), and women not being judged for the decisions 
they make. [A revealing FB post just outside the data collection range asserts censoriously that 
Swedish women use abortion “as a contraceptive,” and their proposed limit does not tackle this 
(unsubstantiated) claim in any meaningful way (Mark, 2018) with only 6% of abortion 
occurring after 12 weeks.] Arguments are articulated using various rhetorical devices: a 
"caring" tone to stave off criticism or social judgment, deflection, or a very defensive tone when 
responding to critics. Caring here is depicted as concern for healthcare workers and making 
sure pregnant women talk with someone about their options (potentially to "convince" women 
to remain pregnant given "[we] want to offer the opportunity to look at other options for those 
who wish to do so" [SD-Kvinnor, 2018Ab]), while deflecting that all have (some kind of) limit. 
Caring exists not only in tone, but also in showcasing feminine "crowd pleasing" issues such as 
free mammograms and pap smears, women's mental health services or general embracing a 
"women's well-being" message in citing how "put upon" women are balancing work and family. 
One infers shades of benevolent sexism with inconsistencies that [these] women need help 
making decisions, but that [SD-Kvinnor] can manage on their own without state input. 

The central interpretation of the totality of data is that the perceptions underpinning this 
uncertain course-plotting can be simply summed up in one word: (in)security. But neither can 
“(in)security” be merely interpreted as pertaining solely to bodily safety, but also in in the way 
they perceive they are understood by others, their perception of the place they occupy in 21st 
century Sweden, a time of rapid change with growing societal cleavages. Despite proclaiming 
"we are not victims" (in opposing gender-equality initiatives), one can see implicitly a 
continuous thread of unease in a changing society that didn't ask for their input with feelings of 
marginalization in their own homeland. 
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A woman who has struggled (like many foreign-born) to penetrate the Swedish job market, 
I identified with and concur that women who are home a longer period with their children are 
subject to more scrutiny and even criticism in Sweden, in a culture that extremely prioritizes 
not being dependent on others and paying into the welfare state. In a “social investment” 
perspective, it is undeniable that developed welfare states need taxpayers to fund its 
continuation. Children are not merely the products of a family but a collective asset for society. 
Sweden’s subsidized childcare enabled an expanded workforce (and tax base), making paid 
work compatible with raising children.  

SD-Kvinnor present the argument as Sweden funding one set of (liberal equality feminist) 
lifestyle choices and debasing (social conservative traditional) lifestyle choices: but nations do 
not finance “lifestyle” choices–but programs they believe that are best for society. Not only 
does securing and pushing full participation in the job market expand the tax base, and fulfill 
labor needs, it also safeguards that in a divorce, that adult partners can financially support 
themselves instead of being dependent on state welfare. Preschool learning after infancy fuels 
language and socialization skills, are crucial for integrating children of foreign background, 
while a better economy of scale is achieved when professionals care for a group of children. 

Sweden has the world’s most generous parental leave, individualized parental leave or 
discontinued caregiver allowance notwithstanding, soon to be supplemented with even more 
personal family days. Caregiver allowance was discontinued as they were primarily utilized by 
non-native Swedish families, becoming an integration hinderance. Reports also showed that 
children entering preschool later struggled considerably academically, especially when 
Swedish was not spoken at home. Extensive study has also revealed that fathers take parental 
leave when it is designated for them–leave they might not otherwise take. While the argument 
depicts fathers “forced” into leave, men utilizing parental leave overwhelmingly acknowledge 
they wouldn't have considered leave not set aside for them, and greatly valued their bonding 
with their children. Individualized parental leave has made it normalized and socially 
acceptable for fathers to take an active parenting role whilst lessening female discrimination in 
the labor market. Choices must be considered with reference to the “norms” of the environment. 

SD-Kvinnor express renewed security and agency in their party membership, an avenue of 
comradery with a sense of empowerment, with a vehicle to express their discontent. Yet, 
perhaps for many women, its been less empowering. Gathering background context to interpret 
SD-Kvinnor 2016Ma, a WordPress blog post surfaced by Hanna Wigh, then-SD member, 
reflecting on then media reports and inter-party grievances: 

 

“I have not chosen to end up in the middle of this soup but wanted to devote myself to 
politics. However, I was forced to make a choice when the options were either to remain 
silent and thus give my implicit consent to the party continuing on this path. Or, so I 
speak out with hope for improvement. For me, this is about which country we want. 
Which party we want. What future we want…In our country, there are many girls with 
rosy shimmering dreams of being able to improve the world. This is my way of “pulling 
my weight” in the hope that they will be able to engage politically without having to 
risk the treatment that so many women today have to endure in politics. I was asked if I 
would encourage my own children to engage themselves politically. For my son, the 
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answer is yes. Where it concerns my daughter, I get a stomach ache just with the thought. 
It’s nothing I can accept lying down without trying to do something about it.” (Wigh, 
2016) 
 

On 25 September 2017, Hanna Wigh left the Sweden Democrats reporting that sexism 
persisted unaddressed within the party, electing to remain in the Riksdagen as politically 
unaffiliated in the remainder of her term. Since leaving the party, she regularly criticized SD’s 
view of women, saying among other things, “I would not want that my daughter grows up in a 
country run by the Sweden Democrats.” (Lindahl, 2018) 

7.1 Suggested further research 
 Sager & Mulinari (2017) argues a need to examine discourse according to a "safety" framing, 
and overall it is this emerging framework that dominated. Not a single theme in the discourse 
did not relate back to “trygghet” (security) stemming from who they are and how they relate to 
society at large as well as the social safety net. Given the rise of populist parties, political 
science scholarship should utilize this lens more. 

 Also noted was a need to broaden research that explores how Swedish feminism can be more 
inclusive and more relevant to two key groups: the women who this paper describes and the 
women the former stereotypes as victims of patriarchal Islam. SD-Kvinnor are not the only 
female politicians who have asserted that Sweden has failed women and girls coming from 
patriarchal cultures in the name of political correctness and multi-cultural virtue signaling. 
Notably, a potential new party leader for the Liberal Party, Nyamko Sabuni, wrote a 
controversial book called “The Girls We Betray” and was responsible in producing Sweden’s 
first action plan against honor violence. This is an area that (taking each political party at their 
word) is important in a multicultural Sweden, where further progress is needed. 

Due to this project’s scope (and after the full extent of discursive frames became evident 
during data interpretation) it was necessary to abandon the incorporation of a comprehensive 
qualitative image analysis due to the fact that the images and video alone on Facebook were not 
complex or diverse in quality nor extensive enough in quantity to stand on their own, while the 
textual content as a whole (whether it was within image or video media, etc.) provided a more 
robust body of data for examination better suited for thesis length requirements. But as political 
communication extends not only to textual, but increasingly visual content, given a sheer 
ubiquity of (real or altered) memes, graphics, photos on the internet, this is an area often 
overlooked by political scientists or only complimenting textual discourse analysis. A full-
bodied image analysis encompasses ten identified areas in Schill (2012): setting of arguments, 
setting of agendas, functions of dramatization and emotion, image-building, identification, 
documentation, societal symbol function, transportation, and ambiguity. An image analysis that 
compares imagery historically or with other far-right nationalist movements could utilize a 
variety of frameworks ranging from the earliest-anthropological methods to a political 
communication approach. Finally, to the best of my knowledge, there are no academic works 
of the Sweden Democrats as a whole engaging in an image-based content analysis, making this 
a fresh area to expand SD academic literature.
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9. Appendix 

9.1 Excerpts: What policy issues and perceptions do SD-Kvinnor 
highlight relating to their beliefs about women in Swedish society? 
 

9.1.1 Men and women are equal...but different 
 
"SD does not deny the fact that men and women 
are different, neither is it problematic for us.  
However, we emphasize that gender equality must 
focus on equal opportunities for both sexes." 
(2016Aa) 
 
"That's what we want, men and women should have 
the same opportunities and rights.  But men and 
women are also different, and we have to make the 
choices we want." (2018Ad) 
 
"If this then results that men and women do not do 
everything in the same way, to the exact same 
extent, we do not consider it as problematic." 
(2018Af) 
 
"When we talk that there are natural explanations 
that women and men tend to make different 
choices, it is on a group level." (2018Ah) 
 
"That women and men make different decisions 
and therefore don't always get the same end result is 

not a problem." –Ebba Hermansson, Gender 
Equality Policy Spokesperson (2018Ib) 
 
"Do not erase the differences between genders, 
make them equally valuable. That is justice–for 
real!" –Linda Emma Kotanen, County Council 
Candidate, Kalmar (2018Ih) 
 
"Men and women are different, but the right to 
security shall be alike." –Carina Ståhl Herrstedt, 
President SD-Kvinnor (2018Iy)  
 
"We do not believe that one's craft lies in sexual 
orientation, skin color or political opinion, or 
whether one is a man or a woman.  These are 
things that one gets from work experience. We want 
the equality and diversity perspective as a basis for 
the broadcasting mission of public service to be 
completely abolished." –Angelika Bengtsson 
(2018Ve) 
 
 

 

 

9.1.2 Not all women's choices are equally valued and respected 
 
"While others discuss how we best achieve a gender-
neutral society we raise the voice for a society where 
the focus is on that you are welcomed and respected 
regardless of your gender."– "SD campaign 
materials, 2014 election (2014Ia, 2014Ib) 
 
"The pursuit of an ideal causes us to wear out our 
bodies early...We want to see a society where our 
own choices are made and respected, where the 
starting point is to realize dreams rather than 
achieve high goals." (2014Ia, 2014Ib) 
 
"It is extreme to believe that gender equality is 
measured by gender distribution and not through 
opportunities for and respect for individual 
choices–whether or not these choices follow 
traditional gender norms." (2014Ab) 

 
"To us it is central that women and men get as much 
respect and value in equal measure regardless of 
the path they have chosen in life." (2014Ad) 
 
'"At the same time, we are concerned about the fact 
that women's reality often includes less favorable  
working conditions, questioned choices and 
scrutiny...Each woman will, of course, have her 
choices respected and her security assured." 
(2014Ac) 
 
She [Petra Tötterman Andorff] commends women’s 
choices and freedom to shape their own lives while 
indirectly shaming conservative choices. It’s 
nothing other than hypocrisy…Every woman, young 
as well as old, should be able to feel confident that 
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her life choices will not be held against her later in 
life." (2018Ah) 
 
"Instead, it is about the possibility for them to make 
these choices freely, with good conditions and 
without judgment... We want to create more 
opportunities for choice, where time with their own 
children is as valuable and honorable as a 
successful work career." (2018A) 
 
"As far as voluntary joint taxation and un-designated 
parental insurance are concerned, we are taken aback 
at how some politicians want to judge...Our job as 
a politician is to facilitate families, not to 
complicate." (2018Ac) 
 
 

"Parents don't need the politician's help with 
sharing parental leave.  That we will allow every 
family to decide themselves." –Lise-Lotte Lindgren 
(2018In) 
 
"Because we see that gender equality is that women 
and men should have the same opportunities, the 
same rights, also the same opportunity to create 
their lives they want...and choose which decisions 
they want and how they want to live their lives - 
that it should be equally acceptable, whether you 
are a man or a woman." (2018Vb) 
 
"For us equality policies deal with solving the 
problems that impose unequally, rather than 
distributing them equally between genders." (2018It)

 

 

9.1.3 SD-Kvinnor believe women-dominated professions need improvement, not quotas 
 
"...we see within the women-dominated branches 
that salaries are lower and that working 
environment issues have fallen behind...Better 
conditions within the female-dominated health 
and care industry is an important step...One of the 
biggest stress factors within care work today is the 
feeling of not being given the time and 
respectfulness as one would want." (2014Ac) 
 
"From the SD-Women's side we put forth the 
question on what way allocated corporate boards 
bring better conditions for Swedish women 
during their daily lives.  How does the overworked 
nurse get more time with her patients?  How does it 
contribute to more full-time public services, so that 
the number of involuntary part-time employment can 
be minimized? How does it create a work 
environment that counteracts repetitive injury and 
stress for the healthcare assistant?" (2014Ad) 
 
"Women's working environment must be 
improved, the healthcare industry strengthened, and 
health caregiver status increased by introducing 
professional certification for care assistants and 
employment of healthcare staff that can unburden 
caregiving personnel." (2018Aa) 
 
"But at the same time, nobody has looked at whether 
women want to sit in corporate boards? I have not 
seen a report about how many men versus women 
have an ambition to sit in corporate boards.  It may 
be that men want to a greater extent I do not 
know." –Carina Ståhl Herrstedt, President SD-
Kvinnor (2018Ad) 
 
 
 

 
"The Riksdag and the rest of society naturally 
pursues equality, but women and men should take 
place based on their skills and not their gender." 
(2018Af) 
 
"We want to ensure good working conditions and 
more full-time employment, with particular focus 
on greatly deprived and overworked female 
dominated branches within the public sector." 
(2018Ah) 
 
"Instead of gender theories and quotas, implement 
real improvements to the working conditions of 
women-dominated professions including, among 
other things, increased right to full-time and the 
abolition of split shifts." (2018Ia) 
 
"Improve women's economy through reinforced 
guaranteed pension, housing allowance and simplify 
the possibility of transferring pension credits." 
(2018Ia) 
 
"Security and respect in school for both teachers 
and pupils...teachers as well as pupils are witnesses 
to powerlessness, sorry, and anxiety...SD-Kvinnor 
want to prioritize school and its working 
environment...The school shall be a secure place 
for everyone, where the working calm prevails, and 
skills are the focus." (2014Ia, 2014Ib) 
 
"Where others focus to count how many men or 
respective women are found in different boards and 
workplaces, we choose to improve the working 
conditions in the women's dominated branches 
that arose. While others discuss how we best achieve  
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a gender-neutral society we raise the voice for a 
society where the focus is on that you are welcomed 
and respected regardless of your gender." (2014Ia, 
2014Ib) 
 
"Instead of gender theories and quotas, implement 
real improvements to the working conditions of 
women-dominated professions including, among 
other things, increased right to full-time and the 
abolition of split shifts." (2018Ia) 
 
"The laws demanding criminal record history 
disclosure with new employment will cover 
personnel as well within school as well as 
healthcare."–Sanna Brobeck, Municipality Council 
Candidate (2018Io) 
 
"Parents who work shifts must be offered child care 
during inconvenient work hours." –Mona Olin, 
Skåne Regional Council Member (SD), Hörby 
(2018Ir) 
 

"For us equality policies deal with solving the 
problems that impose unequally, rather than 
distributing them equally between genders." (2018It) 
"Today disruptive students are not dismissed when 
they disturb the learning environment.  With our 
school policies one gets only one warning, then one 
must go." –Ellen Andersson, Contact Person Young 
Swedes Kalmar (2018Ig) 
 
"For us, it is not the most important thing that a 
person in relation to his or her gender is percentage- 
wise equal in different contexts, such as boards, 
school classes occupational groups, etc... We also 
see that women-dominated professions need to be 
strengthened both in terms of salary and 
employment." (2018Mc) 
 
"Reality's women is really all about what women 
really want and what women truly think is 
important...quite simply the issues that are 
important to women in their everyday lives than 
just being a quota on a company board.  (2017Vb)

 
 
9.1.4 SD-Kvinnor perceive a need to further restrict abortion limits
 
"That we would like to restrict abortion rights is also 
an incorrect assertion.  All parliamentary parties 
today want to limit abortion rights, including the 
Liberals." (2016Aa) 
 
"...no party in the Swedish Riksdag supports 
measures where abortion is allowed until the 
moment of birth, but that everyone wants to see 
limitations after a certain stage of pregnancy.  To 
make it as if only the Swedish Democrats want 
certain restrictions in the later stage of pregnancy is 
nothing but un-honorable." (2018Ac) 
 
"The issue of abortion is also a topic raised in the 
debate against us.  It should be remembered that all 
parties today are for a limitation including the 
Social Democrats... we question if it is reasonable  
 

 
that we today have a limit that actually falls after the 
week when today's medical developments make it 
possible to save a life, which today should occur 
around week 19." (2018Mc) 
 
"...In the case of the abortion issue, the liberals and 
leftist feminists forget that no one in Sweden's 
parliament today stands behind abortion 
legislation completely without limitations...We 
want to lower the limit for completely free abortion 
from week 18 to week 12 and that thereafter a trial 
will be conducted as is done today after week 18. We 
also want to review the practice of the late-term 
abortions. This on the grounds of an absence of a 
safety margin from the latest point an abortion may 
be carried out to the earliest saving of a child when 
medical progress has progressed sharply since the 
70s." (2018Md)

 
"According to statistics from the National Board of 
Social Affairs, about 6% of the abortions are 
performed after week 12, so it is this 6% we have 
different views on if there will be an evaluation trial 
first such as done throughout most of Europe or not." 
(2018Ab) 
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"...it is this 6% we have different views on if there 
will be an evaluation trial first such as done 
throughout most of Europe or not....The fact that 
there is some form of trial in practice after week 12 
in almost all of Europe, including in our 
neighboring country Norway, which is a country 
known to protect women's rights and freedoms." 
(2018Ab) 
 
"Like a large part of Europe's countries, we 
consider that a limit for free abortion should be set to 
week 12. With that said, of course, we do not mean 
that after week 12 it is forbidden to perform an 
abortion." (2018Mc) 
 
"Some want to compare the situation in Poland 
when discussing SD's abortion policy, which is 
completely unreasonable...Back to the comparison 
of countries, it would be more reasonable to 
compare our policy with countries such as 
Norway, Finland and Denmark who have a free 
abortion up to the 12th week. Does the 
Government of Sweden, liberals, and left feminists 
perhaps when they visit these countries accuse them 
of being woman haters? Is the general picture of 
these countries that women's basic freedoms are 
threatened? I would not believe so." (2018Md) 
 
"In addition, in the most recent abortions, fetuses 
have survived and been left to die in a round basin! 
This is not worthy of a country such as Sweden that 

will stand up for both women's and children's rights." 
(2018Md) 
 
"Furthermore, when there are reports of a fetus 
living after an abortion and we can rescue the 
prematurely born even earlier because of progress in 
medical research...Now medical advancement has 
advanced further, and children have been saved 
around week 21-22. Therefore, there is no longer a 
safety margin today to meet the viability criterion. At 
the same time, there have also been a number of 
reports from midwives in care wards that have 
experienced a living fetus after abortion. They 
have thus been placed in an inhumane situation 
without being able to do anything, because they 
would be breaking the law. Small fetuses have been 
left to die alone in a basin...The longer the 
pregnancy progresses, an abortion is more 
strenuous on the body. It often involves a greater 
physical intervention and a more difficult mental 
ordeal." (2018Ab) 
 
"SD recommends that one, in conformity with most 
other EU countries, adapts itself after medical 
developments and introduces free abortion until the 
12th week of pregnancy." (2016Aa) 
 
"We defend the right to abortion.  Like our Nordic 
neighbors, we want to allow free abortion until 
week 12, and then allow abortion with permission 
from social services." (2017Aa) 

 
 
"But we also know it is not possible to force change 
in other societies.  We can see how it has happened, 
for example, with issues of animal welfare. Despite 
regulations at the EU level, it basically only Sweden 
that follows these.  Here, the ideas about caring for 
our animals have a deep anchor with our farmers, 
here we even set higher demands than the EU sets." 
(2014Ab)

 
 
"The application of an upper limit for abortion in 
Sweden at week 22 is based on the need for an 
adequate safety margin for a viable fetus.  When 
the abortion law was established in 1974, there was 
a four-week margin between the abortion limit and 
the time it was possible to save a fetus. Guidelines of 
late abortion has before sunk from week 24 to week 
22 due to medical advancements. Now medical  
 

 
 
advancement has advanced further, and children 
have been saved around week 21-22. Therefore, 
there is no longer a safety margin today to meet the 
viability criterion." (2018Ab) 
 
"Here we wish to come to a practice with a safety 
margin of two weeks before it is possible to save a 
life, which today should occur around week 19." 
(2018Mc) 
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9.2 Excerpts: What changes in Swedish society are attracting and 
politically motivating SD-Kvinnor? 

 
9.2.1 Increased foreign immigration and increased crime make us less safe and secure 
 

(The excerpts below are from before the peak of the refugee crisis in October 2015.)

"The Swedish Democrats do not oppose immigration 
but believe that immigration must be kept at such 
a level and be of such a nature that it does not 
pose a threat to our national identity or to our 
country's welfare and security." (2014Id) 
 
"...Another example is that women often experience 
a sense of insecurity when they go home alone at 
night, aware that out there are those who see a 
woman's body as something to use for their own 
pleasure. This is a problem for women's reality 
today..." (2014Ac) 
 
"...All too often, a Saturday night ends not as was 
thought." –SD video "Security for real!" (2014Va) 

"Every fourth woman feels unsafe when she is out 
alone in the evenings.  One in ten doesn't dare even 
leave the home.  We teach ourselves to consider our 
outfit, adjust the routes we go and always have both 
mobile phone available and keys in hand for self-
defense. The experienced anxiety affects our 
everyday–our reality.  This we must put an end to.  
SD-Women will see better lighting on streets and 
squares, surveillance cameras at particularly 
designated places, present police and a strong justice 
system where violators are punished, and crime 
victims have their rights upheld.  So shall our 
security be restored in public places!" (2014Ia&Ib) 
 

(The excerpts below are from after the refugee crisis peaked in October 2015.) 

 
"Women, as well as children and young but also 
middle-aged women, have been increasingly 
sexually harassed by unknown men in several 
different contexts in public places...It has often 
proved to be those without residency card, newly 
arrived and asylum-seeking young men who have 
been behind this harassment, which also has been 
confirmed by media and police reports after several 
cases have come to light.  Sexual harassment of men 
in groups against one or more women is a 
phenomenon that has previously existed in other 
countries and which, unfortunately, seems to have 
come to us as well. (2016Ad) [Note: published 
before BRÅ statistics for 2015 were published.] 
 
"An evil deed cannot be undone, but support and 
restitution for those affected should be a given." –
Ebba Hermansson, Parliament member since 2018 
(2018Iz) 
 
"What we consider to be important to address and 
which should be foremost for all decision-makers in 
Sweden is the increasing vulnerability of women 
in our country..." (2018Mc) 
 
"A total of 31 percent of women report that they 
feel quite or very unsafe because of insecurity in 
going out, compared to 9 percent of men.  This is a  
 

 
25 percent increase in 2015...show[ing] that 
insecurity is increasing more than ever before.  We, 
as a women's association, believe this is a grave 
subordination to society's ability to create security 
for all, but apparently primarily for Sweden's 
women.  We in the Sweden Democrats are the only 
party that has warned about this development.  We 
explained that this could happen and why.  Although 
no other parties listened when we asked them to 
turn back from the path they were on. (2017Ab) 
 
"I reserve the right to dress myself as I want and go 
where I want. I'm going to stand here proudly.  I am 
not going to yield." –Carina Herrstedt, President SD-
Kvinnor (2017Ia) 
 
As a Sweden Democrat and a woman, have I and 
many with me for a long time warned of the social 
development that is taking place...Our strong 
conviction of where our society is heading has 
driven us but many are the ones who have come 
down on us and claimed that our politics is scary 
propaganda...this is what happens when society 
draws back and lets the criminal and conservative 
take over...And if these self-proclaimed male moral 
police think that such behavior is a threat to their 
honor, male identity and male status, then it must 
be. I'm not going to turn myself back! (2017Mc) 
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"If you want to see a still divided society with 
increased crime and insecurity, where the evasion 
of extreme Islamism has been ongoing the last few 
years, while the ethical compass has been folded in 
difficult matters, you can vote for those who ruled 
the country earlier!" (2018Md) 
 
"Have the Social Democrats and the government 
succeeded in securing the lives of women?  No, 
instead more and more women are exposed to 
crime.  According to BRÅ's statistics, the proportion 
of the victims of sexual offenses in which women 
are victims of crime has more than doubled during 
the government's first two ruling years, from 1.8 
percent of the population in 2014 to 4.1 percent of 
the population in 2016. This development cannot 
be permitted to continue.  In order to improve 
security, there shall be vigorous efforts against 
sexual offenses... crime victims' compensation shall 
be state guaranteed, and mandatory expulsion of 
severely criminal foreigners shall be introduced..." 
(2018Aa) [Please note: this extensive excerpt 
continues and is interjected in a women's job 
conditions article.] 
 
"The Social Democrats, in contrast, have contributed 
to the creation of a society where every fourth 
woman feels worry and fear to go out in the evening, 
where sexual offenses against women are 
increasing and where women are subjected to 
honor violence." (2018Ab) [Please note: this 
excerpt is interjected in an article about abortion 
restrictions.] 
 

"...It cannot be reasonable for women to walk 
around with bracelets to show that they do not 
want to be pawed upon...If one is a real man and 
has understood how society works, one doesn't 
act that way in any event, women should not feel 
frightened or afraid to go out." (2016Ab) [Please 
note: this article followed media reports of 
immigrant men "groping," assaulting and raping 
women at music concerts.] 
 
"Margot Wallström and Lena Hallengren have been 
in a government that has led to a policy that has led 
to increased crime so powerful that women's 
freedom is restricted to the extent that many are 
afraid to go out alone, some women may not even 
choose their partner or clothes without exposure to 
honor violence combined with increasing sexual 
violence against women in society." (2018Ac) 
[Please note: this excerpt appears at the end of an 
article about family policy. 
 
"Åtgärdsprogram för kvinnors trygghet i 
vardagen." (2018Iu) [Please note: this links to an SD 
safety guidebook that specifically references 
"immigrant offspring" as probable culprits on p. 21.] 
 
"One must look over what is behind the increase in 
[sexual] assaults and rapes. Today, we have before 
us a situation where festivals are cancelled because 
girls are an attacked group. We have just seen in 
recent days, a young woman who has been gang 
raped in an apartment.  It is indeed also a new form 
of criminality that is coming here and there...We 
do not need further forms of violence against 
women. (2017Va 10:05) 

(The excerpts below concern remarks regarding violence or sexual assault from non-immigrant men.) 

"Recently, an interview was noted with my 
colleague Anna Hagwall for her personal statement 
that women should not whine so much when 
exposed to violence in close relationships.  As 
chairman of the Sweden Democrats' Women's 
Association, I would like to point out that it was just 
a personal statement, without foundation in the 
party's politics." –Carina Herrstedt (2014Aa) 

  
...It is terrible and completely reprehensible 
information that has reached us - about an alleged 
action that we emphatically reject. We are, of course, 
also appalled at the picture that is being painted 
around the party and its alleged view of women. 
Upset female representatives and members have 
heard from our union and feel sad about the 
depiction given out of our party. A media report 
these members do not recognize, let alone stand 
behind. That sexual harassment - more or less - 
would be recurrent and an everyday experience 
for our female representatives is nothing more 

than pure nonsense. That there are problems in 
our party, as in all parties and workplaces, is of 
course nothing we deny or minimize. But the 
description that it is a bigger problem - and more 
prevalent in our party - is not shared by us or by 
our members...From the women's association side, 
we have previously called on everyone to never 
keep quiet if any event or uncomfortable situation 
should arise...not once at the women's association 
meetings, where women from all over the country 
gather, have indications come forward that our 
organization is unprepared as such, or worse than 
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other parties or workplaces in general. Full 
transparency has prevailed...we do not deny that 
there have been single, negative, examples and 
problems, and that this can also happen in the 
future.  (2017Mb) 
 
Upset female members and representatives have 
made their feelings known over the previous day 
and feel aghast by the picture now being painted 
of the party, they do not stand at all behind it but 
claim that they have never experienced any sexual 
harassment or that sexist jokes and hints should be 
any form of everyday life...the picture that our party 
would be worse than other workplaces or political 
parties is not something we will stand for. We as an 
association are, of course, also disturbed by the 
image that is being painted around the party and 
its view of women. It is a picture that we cannot 
identify with at all. That sexual harassment more  

or less would be the everyday of our female 
representatives is nothing else than pure 
nonsense. That there are problems in our party like 
other parties and workplaces are of course 
nothing to minimize but we definitely do not have 
bigger problems than any other workplace...in the 
years gone by there have indeed been events and 
situations where women have been ill-treated by 
individual people. In cases where we are aware, 
women have been asked to report if they believe a 
crime has been committed. In none of the cases has 
this has led to a conviction, but if you look at the 
cases that have been highlighted today, it has still 
been the consequence that the suspected men have 
had to leave their positions... a clear indication that 
the party handled the issue and we as a women's 
association also assume moreover that those 
responsible for the report also show equal 
responsibility. (2016Ma, 13 March 2016) 
 

 
 
 

9.2.2 Increased foreign immigration threatens Swedish gender equality 

"Sweden has previously been a country that has 
been at the forefront of gender equality and 
working for women's rights. With this tragic 
development [increasing crime and insecurity], we 
believe we are going back several years in the 
development of women's opportunities to work, live 
and exist on the same terms as men...The situation 
for Sweden's women has already been wrenched 
many years backwards in time–the betrayal 
against Sweden's women is enormous." (2017Ab) 
 
"As a Sweden Democrat and a woman, have I and 
many with me for a long time warned of the social 
development taking place. We have meant that we 
must stand up for our cause, for our Swedish 
customs and institutions. We have warned about 
burying our heads in the sand and turning our backs 
on Sweden and Swedish values...We have, 
however, been convinced and stood up, proud and 
straight backed for our society, for our country and 
for the Swedish culture. I wish we had been wrong 
and feel nothing like pride in saying what was it that 
we said? I just feel dismayed at the developments 
that have taken place. Girls and boys who sit 
separated in the bus, gender divided gymnastics 
lessons and self-proclaimed moral policemen who 
harass and threaten women. The list can be 
frighteningly long, but this is what happens when 
society draws back and lets the criminal and 
conservative take over. It is not just us women who 
are affected but this is and becomes a loss to the 
whole society, where we are limited in our everyday 
lives so as not to happen to tease someone. Where 

civil courage is but a memory and completely 
different foreign values are running the 
country..." (2017Mc) 
 
"Legislation on a total ban on child marriages and 
polygamy" – 2018 SD campaign ad (2018Ia) 
 
"In Sweden we treat women and men alike.  Here 
there is no room for sharia, honor culture, or 
gender separation." – Paula Bieler, Parliament 
member, Spokesperson for migration and equality 
(2018Ix) 
 
"Concerning women's freedom, I think it is beyond 
all self-awareness and self-criticism to accuse SD of 
wanting to limit it! The Liberals and [Center Party] 
have during their time with power been with and 
contributed to Sweden being a country where 
women's freedom is limited to the extent that many 
do not dare to go out themselves in the evening 
because of the increased insecurity, girls watched 
over at preschools to keep their veil on, women 
are subjected to honor violence because they may 
not choose who they want to marry with...If there 
any party that stands for women's freedom and 
security, it is the Sweden Democrats. We want 
women to be so secure that they have the freedom 
without fear to move at night, that little girls are 
not be forced to veil..." (2018Md) 
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"In comparison with the majority of the world's 
countries, Sweden has long been at the forefront of 
gender equality work.  We are country with a long 
tradition of securing women's rights with 
women's legislation since the early Middle Ages. 
This does not mean that there are currently no 
gender equality issues.  In recent years, the 
perceived insecurity among women has increased 
sharply, and the number of reported sexual offenses 
has increased despite the fact that propensity to 
report crimes has declined and it is a major loss for 
gender equality." (2018Af) 
 
"It reigns chaos in Socialstyrelsen regarding the now 
withdrawn brochure 'Information for you who are 
adults and married to a child.' We want to clarify: 
'Information to you who are an adult and married to 
a child.' It is horrible and forbidden per Swedish law. 
Let children be children..." (2018Iv) 
 
"All of that genital mutilation, circumcision, 
arranged marriage, cousin marriage, etc.  None of 
it is honor–it is a clean-cut shame." –Sara Seppälä, 
candidate for Parliament (2018Is) 
 
"To return to a violent relationship shall never be 
an alternative." – Linda Fridlund, President SD 
Grästorp (2018Id) 
 
"Strong measures are needed immediately to protect 
girls from genital mutilation.  Our laws aren't 
enough to protect girls from this disgusting crime.  
It cannot go on in my Sweden!"– Zandra Pettersson, 
candidate for Parliament (2018Ik) 
 

"Imagine if you suffer a hell of a torment, to date 
and be loyal? Imagine if you became a symbol of 
shame when your desire to choose came out? What 
if your legacy and the customs of the family 
excuse blows as a defense of honor? Think about 
your mother, with the arms of security, being the one 
who rejects and takes away your name...What if 
beautiful quotes paint a false facade, as a way to hide 
and turn away? What if "tolerant" is another word 
for "naive", if culture can take people's lives? 
Imagine if they close their eyes to the obvious, 
change focus on issues, to avoid explaining...What if 
cowardice is what inspires respect, in a competition 
to be politically correct? What if they praise 
EVERYTHING from other countries, do they not 
have blood, on their own hands? Imagine if the 
country of equality just stands for the choice of the 
neighbors in the world's most obvious double 
standard..." (2016Va) 
 
"...it is of course clear that Sweden's strong position 
on gender equality has not come for free.  But 
where [Tötterman Andorff] is content to note that we 
in Sweden as well as others have had to work for 
our progress, we note also that the difference 
around the world differs greatly.  Here is another 
crucial difference between ours and her gender 
equality work...We have also refused to pretend that 
past achievements have not been nullified when 
many young men who have learned to treat free 
women as worthless toys suddenly arrive to our 
country...In order to bring gender equality further 
we work broadly...We want to strengthen awareness-
raising efforts and measures to use against honor 
culture related oppression." (2018Ah) 

 
 

9.2.3 Sweden's Christian heritage and culture is endangered
 

"From the left and liberal viewpoint it is alleged that 
we with our conservative values are limiting 
women's freedom and from the conservative 
Christian voters there is a worry we have cooled 
down on these questions [concerning 
abortion]...Previous government and current 
government have led a policy that causes more and 
more of the foundations and the Christian value 
norms to be torn down and security, freedom and 
welfare are threatened...However, if you want to 
vote in a party that wants to work for a safe and 
cohesive Sweden, where our culture and traditions 
are preserved and where Christianity is allowed to 
have a positive special status..." (2018Md) 

 

"...it is time for a new government...a government 
that can show respect for our Christian cultural 
heritage and the security like I have had for so long, 
it is time for a new government relationship with 
Israel instead of spoiling it, it is time for a 
government that stands for cohesion instead of 
fragmentation and segregation...if you want to 
vote for a party that will actually do something about 
the problems we have today, that we create a Sweden 
that stands for just security, tradition, and 
cohesion..." (2018Va)
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9.2.4 A weakening welfare state 
 
"It is shameful that the government does not 
prioritize the elderly so that they can have a safe 
living environment. This is nothing but a big 
betrayal of Sweden's elderly who have been 
involved in building up the Swedish welfare 
state." (2015Ab) 
 
"The government's inhumane policy for Sweden's 
sick is nothing should appropriately discuss before 
the election, rather something they should be 
ashamed of." (2018Ae) 
 
"Of course, I am voting for SD! I get a better every 
day, with the aid of abolished pension tax and a 
raised guaranteed pension." (2018Il) 
 
"More and more young women feel bad and suffer 
from mental illness.  They do not get the help they 
need on the grounds of neglected healthcare form 
this government." (2018Ab) 
 
"End the waiting for our elderly. Raise the housing 
supplement and the guaranteed pension. Abolish the 
pension tax."–Ann-Louise Viking, SD President 
Tingsryd (2018Ic) 
 
"The elderly shall have right to the help that is 
needed. It is our way to cover those who have built 
our society." –Lisbeth Ekström, Municipal Council 
candidate (2018Im) 
 
"Improve the economy of children's families through 
strengthened parental allowance and housing 
allowance, a new one-off allowance for firstborn 
children and strong maintenance support indexed 
to society's price inflation. Simplify family life 
puzzles with a completely non-quoted parental 
insurance, flexible childcare with better access to 
night and daycare providers and improve the 
ability for parents or relatives to stay at home 
outside parental allowance. Secure the children's 
right to the parents through incentives for cost free 
family counseling, support the child in the custody 
process through a special support person, introduce 
mandatory mediation before custody disputes are 
heard in court and make it possible for joint custody 
even if both parents apply for individual custody." 
(2018Ia) 
 
"We must ensure that we can help the most 
vulnerable and weak. This is a very vulnerable 
group that cannot do things in life itself and then we 
have to be there to help them." (2018Ag) 
 
 
 
 

 
"Swedish health care is world class, we will make 
it available again."–Gunilla Gomér, Parliament 
member candidate, Alingsås (2018Ie) 
 
"When the government removed the requirement for 
savings in the LSS investigation, the following was 
written and I quote: "We remove the requirement 
for savings and with that we send an important 
signal to the investigator's continued work." 
(2018Iq) [Please note: this followed debate on cuts 
within LSS (benefits that support handicapped or 
disabled individuals] 
 
"We in the Swedish Democrats' Women's 
Association are therefore very surprised that 
both the Liberals and the Christian Democrats 
are opposed to the government's proposal for a 
cost-free screening of breast cancer for women, a 
proposal that we SD-Women wholeheartedly 
support...we are convinced that the cost is an 
obstacle. That then, as the Christian Democrats 
have stated, oppose duty-free screening with the 
argument that there is no direct connection 
between cost-free and visitor frequency from 
socio-economically weak groups we do not 
agree...It is particularly interesting that KD who 
is trying to drive the elderly subjects and be the 
party of the elderly does not consider that 200 
crowns, which a mammography examination can 
cost, is a lot of money for a woman who is 
retired...We SD women want to protect women's 
rights. What can be more important than lifting all 
the obstacles needed to promote the work against 
breast cancer and make it easier for women to go on 
mammography. All obstacles that can be torn down 
to increase women's participation in mammography 
are important. Therefore, we are shocked that not 
all parties in the Riksdag support the proposal for 
free mammography." (2016Ac) 
 
"Today, parents have the opportunity to work 75 
percent during the child's first eight years. We value 
the parents' involvement in the development of 
children and therefore proposed to extend the 
statutory part-time right to 50 percent, to give 
parents the possibility to be more present." (2016Aa) 
 
"It is a catastrophic betrayal and fatal blow if this 
investigation [re: LSS] becomes a reality...In other 
words, it is proposed in the draft that one goes from 
the right to a good and independent life, to being 
offered instead supervision at home. This proposal 
will lead to devastating consequences for already 
heavily beset families with children and, above all, 
major restrictions and limitations for many 
children." (2018Iaa) 
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"We need to rebuild welfare. We must restore 
health care where people should not have to die of 
cancer waiting on care–the elderly must get a better 
financial [situation], the elderly who have built up 
our country...so proud of their efforts and we must 
protect their situation..." (2018Va) 
 
"We need to rebuild welfare. We must restore 
health care where people should not have to die of 
cancer waiting on care–the elderly must get a better 
financial [situation], the elderly who have built up 
our country...so proud of their efforts and we must 
protect their situation..." (2018Va) 
 
"So, shouldn't one work in our welfare system, no 
longer just coming here and getting Sweden to cover 
the cost of treatment and care of all kinds–
throwing out tons of subsidies to people who 
haven't done anything other than bringing 
themselves here?"– Paula Bieler (2017Va, 26:10) 
 
"You know that 9,000 Afghan men who have come 
here, sought asylum, despite having no grounds for 
asylum, who have often lied about their age, have 
still been refused permission to stay–that they will 
have a new chance to stay in our country, one that 
costs several billion only in the upcoming few years 
and from which Sweden will get nothing back, 

except probably a worsened labor market and 
[send] strange signals to the outside world resulting 
in even more people coming here and ignoring our 
laws..." –Paula Bieler (2018Vg) 
 
"There is a clear evidence that the heavy mass 
immigration has led to displacement effects where 
Swedish citizens' interests are squashed beneath 
and stay behind when welfare's resources simply 
does not suffice. In despite of this, Public Health 
Minister Gabriel Wikström (S) denies that there are 
currently displacement effects in health and sick 
care...The fact that the government allows mass 
immigration to come ahead women's health care 
needs is to play Russian roulette with women's lives 
and nothing but a horrible wrong 
prioritization...The government evidently cares 
more about the new arrivals and their well-being 
and welfare than its own citizens. Here truly stands 
group against group and the priority is clear, that as 
a woman in today's Sweden, you are put 
aside...We SD-Women mean that the government 
is chosen by Sweden's population and it is they 
who the government shall primarily prioritize. 
The government should reform and make right, mass 
immigration must be stopped, and right priorities 
have to be made before more women's lives are at 
risk within healthcare." (2015Aa)

 

SD view of neo-liberal economic policies expounded upon below:

"SD together with the bourgeois parties voted 
against [a ban on profits in welfare] and SD women 
are positive about this decision. Freedom of choice 
is important and must be safeguarded. A ban 
would in the long term impose severe restrictions 
for each and every of us. Instead, it becomes a public 
welfare monopoly, which is at risk of being not 
competitive. We all know that competition 
promotes development...in an everyday where both 
school and care are heavily burdened and where 
public operations are not in fact able to meet either 
students or caregivers satisfactorily, it would be 
devastating for private actors within school and care, 
one after one would shut down. Policies shall not 
limit every individual's ability to choose that what 
suits each and every one best. Policies shall therefore 
ensure that the choices offered keep the quality and 
requirements the citizens expect. This is done by 
setting high quality standards. In this way, those 
companies who are not seriously and fully 
operational are eliminated, leaving more space for 
the clever entrepreneurs and company owners who 
actually complement and offer citizens a greater 

freedom of choice. A freedom of choice that meets 
each one's demand. A freedom of choice that meets 
students with special needs, wishes or gifts. Who 
offers you a dentist near you, or a care home for your 
parents living in the countryside. SD-Women can 
also state that many of these welfare companies are 
run by women. Actually, more than half as many 
welfare companies are run by women, then of 
men. Likewise, we can see that almost three times 
as many women as men are employed in the 
private welfare sector. With the politics of the 
Social Democrats would we kick the legs out from 
under a large proportion of women's livelihoods.  
Therefore, the Social Democrats are driving 
misogynistic politics. With our politics, we increase 
the quality as well as the freedom of choice for 
each and every one of us." (2018Me) 
 
"Parents want to be able to affect their children's 
schooling.  The free school choice is therefore 
important and shall include both private and 
communal schools" –Linda Lindberg, serving 
Parliament Member (2018In)
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9.3 Excerpts: How does SD-Kvinnor articulate, explicitly or 
implicitly, their arguments on social media and does these vary 

from other analyses? 
 
9.3.1 Swedish individual vs. Swedish state 
 
"It is extreme to believe that gender equality is 
measured by gender distribution and not through 
opportunities for and respect for individual 
choices–whether or not these choices follow 
traditional gender standards. It is extreme to want to 
impose upon others their opinions by force and 
not arguments...Those who seriously want to respect 
people's choices do not choose a party who wants 
to control more and take power away from the 
people." (2014Ab) 
 
"In social conservative spirit, we safeguard each 
family's right to plan their existence without 
encroachment from the state...Women's freedom 
is not achieved through governmental compulsion or 
narrow directives, it is achieved through individual 
self-determination and equal conditions for all, 
regardless of sex." (2016Aa) 
 
"We encourage individual life choices whether they 
follow or break with the conventional." (2017Aa) 
 
"Liberals and the Red-Greens want to limit the 
freedom of mothers to decide in their family how 
short or long they want to be on parental leave...we 
perceive that a woman who is adult enough to 
become a mother is also adult enough to make her 
own decision about how long you want to be on 
parental leave from their work, in this politicians 
shall not insert themselves." (2018Md) 

 
"But men and women are also different, and we have 
to make the choices we want...Is it that women 
choose to be at home and have a little lower salary, 
then we should not force men to be home instead." 
(2018Ad) 
 
"Our gender equality policy is based upon every 
person's desire to shape their lives according to 
their own ambitions. Absolutely free of political 
pressure or special treatment." (2018Af) 
 
"As far as voluntary joint taxation and un-designated 
parental insurance are concerned, we are taken aback  
at how some politicians want to judge over 
individual families and their daily lives...If we 
cannot rely on people's ability to make their own 
decisions, based upon their own circumstances and 
wills, we should not call ourselves politicians, but 
family counselors." (2018Ac) 
 
"As a Sweden Democrat, we are convinced that 
each individual can decide on his or her life, 
whether it is priority between family life and 
working time, career choice or financial 
management...Women are not a single collective 
with a single view, but separate individuals with 
different life experiences, opinions and thoughts." 
(2018Ah) 
 

 
 

9.3.2 We are driven by love 
 
“We are driven by the love of our country, the 
women of our country and of our freedom, and urge 
all women and men to stand up for the love of 
Sweden’s women and fight for zero tolerance for 
sexual harassment against women in all contexts.” 
(2016Ad) 
 
"We have, however, been convinced and stood up, 
proud and straight backed for our society, for our 
country and for the Swedish culture...I also 
reserve the right not to draw back but to stand proud 
and fight for what is left of our society." (2017Mc) 
 
 

 
“Our nationalism is democratic, and inclusive 
towards those who immigrated to Sweden.  Our 
nationalism aims that citizens shall feel a sense of 
community and security and includes all citizens 
equal rights and obligations without exception on the 
grounds of gender, ethnic background or anything 
else…we, as nationalists belong to those who ‘want 
to work for an inclusive, equal, and equitable 
Sweden.’” (2017Aa) 
 
 “…We have a country to save and an election to 
win.  Vote right on September 9th.” (2018Iv) 
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“We defend our cultural treasures. Older buildings 
and cultural environments shall be protected and 
preserved, not torn down or corrupted.” (2018If) 
 
“…so, Sweden will once again become a safe 
country to live and grow up in.” (2018Ab) 
 
“We are now facing a vote of destiny for Sweden’s 
future and I think we must lift our eyes and see what 
we are facing!” (2018Md) 
 
“From the love of Sweden have we emerged. Now 
stand we stronger than ever, we know that we can. 
Together, together take the lessons of this time that 
has passed. Change, for real, we build up our 
country again. Keep your back straight, join our 
flock. Raise your voice, for we are unbeatable.” – 
“Together” SD’s song, composed and written by 
Paula Bieler, SD Spokesperson Migration and 
Gender Equality (2014Vb) 
 
 

“Push for it, we have a country to save, and a vote 
to win!”–Carina Herrstedt, President SD-Kvinnor 
(2018Iw) 
 
“How many times have we heard them talk about the 
importance that fathers are at home more and 
prioritize their children, they even think it is so 
important that they want forced [parental leave] 
quotas to induce men to take greater 
responsibility for their family, even those who 
have a distinguished career…No, we in SD are a 
true family-friendly party…” (2018Ma) 

 
“The family is most important: The Swedish 
Democrats believe in the family and in its 
important role in being supporting and raising their 
children to independent individuals.  It always 
starts with the family, so it’s important that 
families get the right prerequisites.” (2018Ac) 
 
"It's about our future!"–Sweden's children and 
youth (2014Ic) [Please note: This was a 2014 EU 
vote poster.] 

 

 

9.3.3 On the defensive 
 
“We SD-Kvinnor refuse to accept a victim role.” 
(2014Ac) 
 
 “We as an association are, of course, also disturbed 
by the image that is being painted around the party 
and its view of women.  It is a picture we that we 
cannot identify with at all.” (2016Ma) 
 
“As women, nationalists and Sweden Democrats we 
must counter this false image [of SD as racists, 
populists and a threat to women’s freedom] …That 
women and men shall make traditional choices are 
nothing that we wish.” (2017Aa) 
 
“We are appalled at the image that is being painted 
around the party and its alleged view of women…a 
media report these members do not recognize, let 
alone stand behind.” (2017Mb) 
 
“…a matter of course to be a contradiction to the 
caricature of the Sweden Democrats as a 
misogynist party.” (2018Mb) 

 
“…[we] can manage to take an increased 
responsibility with Jimmie’s absence, but the 
patriarchal Social Democrats maybe doubt our 
ability.” (2018Ma) 
 
“Now it’s time to put an end on all the nonsense 
about Sweden Democrats as misogynists…the list 
is long and yet again, no, we are no misogynist 
party…We are women friendly.” (2018Mc) 
 
“If there is any party that stands for women’s 
freedom and security, it is the Sweden Democrats.” 
(2018Md) 
 
“With the Social Democrats’ policy, we should pull 
the legs out from under a large proportion of 
women’s livelihoods.  Social Democrats thus drive 
a misogynist policy.” (2018Me) 
 
” Red rubbish about our pink [women’s] 
issues…caregiver allowance can be used by both 
men and women and it is voluntary!” (2018Vc)
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9.3.4 Political activism as vehicle of empowerment

"Support, engagement, motivation, education, 
cheering, team feeling, courage and a bit of fighting 
spirit." – Elin Jensen, Regional Council (2018Mb) 
 
"SD women has given me a platform to make my 
voice heard from and a fellowship strong enough to 
give me the courage to dare to do so." – Linda 
Kotanen, Regional Manager of SD-Kvinnor, 
(2018Mb) 
 
"Our women's association was a springboard for 
me to take the step forward to heavy political posts. 
An ambitious education program that not only 
strengthens internal sisterhood, but also promotes 
resourcefulness and political targets." – Zandra 
Pettersson, District Chair, (2018Mb) 
 
"For me, it has been a matter of course to be a 
contradiction to the caricature of the Sweden 
Democrats as a misogynist party." – Cecilia 
Karstörm, Municipal Chair, (2018Mb) 
 
"That I, at my own pace, could absorb skills without 
pressure, [in] a forum to ventilate women's issues." 
– Natalia Henriksson, Municipal Chair, (2018Mb) 
 
"SD women contribute to SD being Sweden's most 
gender-equal party, with many competent women 
in leading positions around the country." – Hanna 
Nilsson, Municipal Council (2018Mb) 
 

"SD women's meetings and educational sessions 
have had a crucial significance for the fact that I 
have dared to accept the assignments in the party I 
have been nominated for." –Christina Wallmark, 
Municipal Chair (2018Mb) 
 
"Just what one needs in the world of politics." 
(2018Mb) 
 
"But now it is new people that have come in and is 
exactly what we want to reach–those who were there 
from the beginning–to get a lot of knowledge, so 
they now are out there and taking up for themselves 
politically..." (2017Vb, 5:42) 
 
"We have started to recruit more women to the 
party as a beginning, and we have succeeded very 
well - both we [SD-Kvinnor] and the [SD] party in 
cooperation. We have during this last weekend 
carried out a new candidate training for women who 
have not previously run... about 100 who are [now] 
educated. It is in part to better ensure that the 
woman can, wants and dares but also it is about 
being visible in the streets and squares to drive 
Swedish Democrats' politics. It is not that we go out 
and drive our own politics, but rather with the party 
having landed just right in all issues, to simply stand 
behind and push ahead with the party." –Carina Ståhl 
Herrstedt (2018Vf) 
 
"Women together, unity and understanding." 
(2018Mb) 
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9.4 Empirical data from 2014-18 selected for discourse analysis 
All posts found on SD-Kvinnor Facebook page 
[https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/], accessed 29 December 2018. 
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9.4.1 Facebook posts with numerical membership info (4 total)  
(Note: these were only used to analyze the data source and not included for the purposes of discourse analysis) 

Code Post Date Title Weblink 
2018Na 7 Aug 2018 3,000 members (chart of growth) https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/photos/a.493498667385653/1850833371652169/ 
2018Nb 1 Sep 2018 10,000 likes https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1889300631138776 
2018Nc 6 Dec 2018 4,000 members https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/2015054565230048 
2011Na 8 Sep 2011 100 likes https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/192036470865209 

 

9.4.2 Facebook posts with article links (20 total)  

Code Post Date Title Weblink 
2018Aa 5 Sep 2018 Öka kvinnors trygghet och möjligheter. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1893666634035509 
2018Ab 3 Sep 2018 Därför behöver vi ändra i abortlagen. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1891314630937376 
2018Ac 22 Aug 2018 Vi gör allt för ett tryggare Sverige. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1875909269144579 
2018Ad 15 Aug 2018 SD-Kvinnor bemöter antifeminister rapporten. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1864282560307250 
2018Ae 25 Jul 2018 Du borde skämmas för regeringens politik. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1829372880464885 
2018Af 8 May 2018 Fel fokus i jämställdhetsdebatten. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1725959934139514 
2018Ag 2 May 2018 SD vill satsa halv miljard på assistansersättningen. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1719450791457095 
2018Ah 9 Mar 2018 Hyckleri i synen på hur kvinnor förväntas leva. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1662459757156199 
2017Aa 8 Jun 2017 Jämför inte oss med hemska nationalister. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1387589574643220 
2017Ab 17 Jan 2017 Det räcker nu. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1248313998570779 
2016Aa 18 Oct 2016 Statligt tvång ger inte kvinnor frihet. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1157014911034022 
2016Ab 8 Jul 2016 Riktiga män tafsar inte. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1074246772644170 
2016Ac 25 May 2016 Gratis mammografi borde vara en självklarhet. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1047364005332447 
2016Ad 18 Feb 2016 Kämpa för kvinnors rätt att röra sig fritt. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/985932498142265 
2015Aa 9 Dec 2015 Sämre vård på grund av flyktingströmmen. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/949674595101389 
2015Ab 9 Jun 2015 Skamligt att regeringen inte prioriterar äldre. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/865665240168992 
2014Aa 20 Jul 2014 Vikten av insatser mot våld i nära relationer. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/695606720508179 
2014Ab 23 May 2014 Vi är stolta över att vara Fi:s motpol. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/664021580333360 
2014Ac 27 Feb 2014 Vi vägrar acceptera en offerroll. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/10153832731465697 
2014Ad 23 Feb 2014 Verklighetens kvinnor sitter inte i styrelser. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/10153817342600697 
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9.4.3 Facebook posts with image links (33 total) 

Code Post Date Title Weblink 
2018Ia 3 Sep 2018 Politik för starka, självständiga familjer. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1891118917623614 
2018Ib 27 Aug 2018 Vi bedriver jämställdhet på riktigt. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1883197468415759 
2018Ic 26 Aug 2018 Ann-Louise Viking: Slut på väntan för våra äldre. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1882260515176121 
2018Id 23 Aug 2018 Linda Fridlund: Att återvända till en våldsam relation. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1877511082317731 
2018Ie 25 Jul 2018 Gunilla Gomér: Svensk sjukvård tillgänglig igen. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1829324833803023 
2018If 17 Jul 2018 Christina Wallmark: Vi värnar vårt kulturarv. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1816099831792190 
2018Ig 16 Jul 2018 Ellen Andersson: Stökiga elever. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1814806858588154 
2018Ih 19 Jun 2018 Linda Emma Kotanen: Gör könen lika mycket värda. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1772647636137410 
2018Ii 19 Jun 2018 Anita Nygren: Ge skolan ett statligt huvudmannaskap. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1772711359464371 
2018Ij 13 Jun 2018 Hannyah Jörtoft: För en levande landsbygd. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1764171833651657 
2018Ik 12 Jun 2018 Zandra Pettersson: Att skydda flickor från könsstypning. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1762841407118033 
2018Il 12 Jun 2018 Värnar våra pensionärer. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1763189413749899 

2018Im 4 Jun 2018 Lisbeth Ekström: Äldre ska ha rätt. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1754606511274856 
2018In 4 Jun 2018 Linda Lindberg: Valmöjligheten är viktigt. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1754707904598050 
2018Io 30 May 2018 Sanna Brobeck: Ingen skillnad på gammal och ung. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1875909269144579 
2018Ip 39 May 2018 Lise-Lotte Lindgren: Föräldrar behöver ingen hjälp. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1748224905246350 
2018Iq 21 May 2018 Carina Ståhl Herrstedt ger en kraftig känga. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1739850149417159 
2018Ir 18 May 2018 Mona Olin: Sverigedemokraterna värnar om familjerna. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1875909269144579 
2018Is 17 May 2018 Sara Seppäla: Inget av det är heder. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1893666634035509 
2018It 8 May 2018 Vår jämställdhetspolitik. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1726031604132347 
2018Iu 27 Apr 2018 Åtgärdsprogram för kvinnors trygghet i vardagen. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1714465555288952 
2018Iv 29 Mar 2018 Låt barn få vara barn. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1684868998248608 
2018Iw 21 Mar 2018 Carina Ståhl Herrstedt: Kör så det ryker. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1675602672508574 
2018Ix 9 Mar 2018 Paula Bieler: Inget utrymme för sharia, hederskultur. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1662144300521078 
2018Iy 9 Mar 2018 Carina Herrstedt: Män och kvinnor är olika. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1662142643854577 
2018Iz 9 Mar 2018 Ebba Hermansson: En ond handling. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1662144197187755 

2018Iaa 17 Feb 2018 Carina Ståhl Herrstedt: Ett katastrofalt svek [mot LSS] https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1641498622585646 
2017Ia 5 Apr 2017 Carina Herrstedt: Jag förbehåller mig rätten. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1322577424477769:0 
2015Ia 29 Nov 2015 Vi drivs av kärlek. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1875909269144579 
2014Ia 31 Aug 2014 Valkampanj: Verklighetens kvinnor https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/715553161846868 
2014Ib 5 Jul 2014 Sommarkampanj 2014: Vi är verklighetens röst! https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/688682334533951:0 
2014Ic 15 May 2014 Lämna soffan! Rösta SD i EU-valet. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/660225127379672:0 
2014Id 24 Apr 2014 Sverigedemokraterna motsätter sig inte invandring. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/649247688477416:0 
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9.4.4 Facebook posts with open letters/miscellaneous (10 total) 

Code Post Date Title Weblink 
2018Ma 13 Dec 2018 Julia Kronlid: Hyckleriet från Socialdemokraterna. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/2025341644201340 
2018Mb 3 Dec 2018 Vårt utbildande och gemensamma nätverk. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/2010410272361144 
2018Mc 2 Sep 2018 Trams om Sverigedemokraterna som kvinnofientliga. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1890384947697011 
2018Md 13 Jul 2018 Julia Kronlid om den vinklade debatten i abortfrågan. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1809891992412974 
2018Me 8 Jun 2018 SD-Kvinnor är positiva till beslutet om vinster i välfärden. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1758849700850537 
2017Ma 1 Oct 2017 Hälsning från Carina Ståhl Herrstedt. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1508850075850502 
2017Mb 27 Sep 2017 Vi är bestörta över den bild som utmålas kring kvinnosyn. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1505457636189746 
2017Mc 5 Apr 2017 Vår ordförande på sin Fb. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1418658598202984 
2016Ma 13 Mar 2016 SD-Kvinnor bemöter Expressen. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/999324413469740 
2014Ma 21 May 2014 Porträtt: Kristina Winberg för EU. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/663244410411077 

 
9.4.5 Facebook posts with video posted (16 total) 

Code Post Date Title Weblink 
2018Va 8 Sep 2018 Julia Kronlid på valet. https://www.facebook.com/julia.kronlid/videos/1958039134257839/ 
2018Vb 4 Sep 2018 Ebba Hermansson om jämställdhet. https://www.facebook.com/sverigedemokraterna/videos/2165683166788011/ 
2018Vc 2 Sep 2018 Röd smörja om våra rosa frågor. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/videos/248604392508995/ 
2018Vd 6 Jul 2018 Almedalen 2018: Debatt SD- och S-kvinnor. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1799167306818776 
2018Ve 20 Jun 2018 Angelika Bengtsson: Public Service. https://www.facebook.com/sverigedemokraterna/videos/1705321516252753/ 
2018Vf 21 May 2018 Carina Herrstedt: Om opinionsmätningar. https://www.facebook.com/sverigedemokraterna/videos/1671299732988265/ 
2018Vg 26 Apr 2018 Paula Bieler uppmanar Moderaterna. https://www.facebook.com/sverigedemokraterna/videos/1644591175659121/ 
2017Va 9 Jul 2017 Almedalen 2017: "Är SD ett parti för kvinnor?" https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1418658308203013 
2017Vb 9 Jul 2017 Almedalen 2017: Paneldiskussion med Samtiden  https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/1418657748203069 
2017Vd 5 Jun 2017 Carina på SVT1 Rapport. https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/videos/1384665938268917/ 
2016Va 17 Feb 2016 Vad väljer du? Tänk om! https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/985302511538597 
2014Va 1 Sep 2014 Valfilm: Trygghet–på riktigt! https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/715980448470806 
2014Vb 2 Aug 2014 Tillsammans (Sverigedemokraternas vallåt.) https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/701922999876551 
2014Vc 21 May 2014 Kryssa Kristina, EU-val 2014 https://www.facebook.com/SDKvinnor/posts/663208173748034 
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9.5 Presuppositions/assumptions, problem representations by SD-Kvinnor (Q1. & Q2.)  

 
 

Q3. Why has this 
representation of the 
problem come about? 

Security (trygghet) in 
Swedish Culture & Society 

Security (trygghet) in 
Swedish Welfare State 

Swedish Liberal 
Democratic Values 

Immigrants Swedish Welfare State Immigrants 

Hegemonic feminism 
(defined here as oriented towards 
white, middle-class women, two-
earner household, all citizens pay 

into system and independent) 

+  Assumption of 
difference/essentialist 
feminism (särartsfeminism) 

– Problem: discrimination of 
stay-at-home 
mothers/women who are 
professionally unemployed  

+ Traditional feminine 
nostalgia 

– Detrimental to societal 
cohesion 

– "Non-Swedish" patriarchal 
invaders 

• un-Swedish sexism and 
violence 

• honor culture to non-
conforming women 
(westerners or rebel 
immigrants) 

+  Swedish welfare should also 
support Swedish women 
who make traditional 
choices (caring full-time for 
children, elderly, etc.) 

+  State is major employer of 
far more women than men 

– Immigrant Swedish 
women "take" and do 
not "pay" into Swedish 
welfare, not integrated 
into society 

– Women and children are 
less safe with 
immigrants, increasing 
crime 

Shifting economics 
(from global changes and neo-

liberal policies instituted in recent 
decades) 

+  Neo-liberal policies to 
expand tax base and 
adopting for-profit models... 

–  ...have eroded work rights 
to-full-time work, when 
employers dictate 

–  Immigrants taking jobs for 
less money that less 
educated Swedes might fill 
(exploitative racism by 
richer of Swedish society) 

+  Provide "choice" in services 
and schooling 

–  Benefit cuts in comparison to 
folkhem heyday, increased 
economic vulnerability 

–  Women more effected by 
welfare state cutbacks/job 
reductions 

– Immigrants cost more 
than they give, not good 
social investment 
strategy 

– Immigrants don't give 
back 

Hegemonic whiteness 
("Swedish" as sub-language for 

"white") 

+  Nostalgia for "white 
Sweden" prior to 1968 

–  Sweden becoming multi-
cultural, neighborhoods 
changing, people's 
appearance changing due to 
Swedish openness and 
tolerance 

+  "Christian values" e.g. 
Islamophobia 

+  Preserving Swedish culture 
–  Constant threat of rape or 

violence from "others" 
–  Increasing crime by "others" 

–  State socially investing in 
and prioritizing "foreigners" 
over real Swedes 
• taking in refugees 
• working with EU and 

other developed countries 
 

+ Perception that they, as 
"true" (white) Swedes 
are more entitled 
normatively to state 
welfare benefits 
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9.6 Silences/left unproblematic in SD-Kvinnor discourse, different conceptualization (Q4.) 

Q3. Why has this 
representation of the 
problem come about? 

Security (trygghet) in 
Swedish Culture & Society 

Security (trygghet) in 
Swedish Welfare State 

Swedish Liberal 
Democratic Values Immigrants Swedish Welfare State Immigrants 

Hegemonic feminism 
(defined as oriented towards 
white, middle-class women, 

two-earner household, all 
citizens pay into system and 

not dependent on each 
other, equality feminism) 

• Economic non-dependence of 
individuals enables "free-will" 
and free choice in relationships 
for all, 50s nostalgia involved 
female dependency 

• Provides freedom from gender 
stereotypes or pressure as well as 
gender binary (LGBTQIA) 

• Partners in violent relationships 
(usually women) 
• feel unable to leave without 

own funds 
• stricter divorce laws keep 

abused (women) in danger 

• When immigrant women access 
and integrate into Swedish 
feminism "as-is", they can and 
often do leave oppressive/un-
equal relationships (notable high 
immigrant divorce rate following 
arrival in Sweden) 

• If many women opt out of state 
daycare, schooling, elder care, etc. 
the system is less efficient/costlier 
and may weaken/collapse 

• State is major employer of far more 
women than men 

• Women who do not work, but leave 
violent relations become a burden on 
the welfare state, now or later 

• Parental leave quotas "free" many 
women to go back to work and 
"free" men to take leave without 
judgment 

• Replacement of Swedish 
"equality" normative basis in 
welfare state conflicts with 
work integration work 
programming for women 
immigrants 

• Extended child leave and 
caregiver allowances were 
overwhelmingly used by 
immigrant women who 
remained isolated 

 

Shifting economics 
(from global changes and 

neo-liberal policies 
instituted in recent decades) 

• It is employers that "choose" 
work terms rather than the 
"choice" of workers who feel 
they do not have alternative 
options 

• Fill Swedish worker shortages for 
the best market price 

• Legal limitations against profits from 
severe exploitation 

• Bulwark against tax cuts that enrich 
wealthy against popular interests 

• Women more effected by welfare 
state cutbacks/job reductions 

• Immigration fuels the 
economy (housing values, 
sales tax, etc.) 

• Immigrants who assimilate, 
even if in 2nd or 3rd 
generation, eventual payback 
of social investment 

Hegemonic whiteness 
("Swedish" as sub-language 

for "white") 

• The nostalgia is for a time when 
we lived in a less global world, 
with less need to compete 
internationally 

• "Horse has left the barn" Sweden 
is multi-cultural and irreversible, 
multi-culturalism enshrined as 
part of "open" and "tolerant" 
Sweden 

• Increasing far-right, white 
nationalist violence (e.g. NRM) 
as democratic threat 

• Swedes are increasingly secular 
and do not practice, many 
immigrants abandon religious 
practice of Islam in Sweden 

• Swedish culture is greatly 
influenced by other cultures 
(particularly the U.S.) but this is 
left non-problematic 

• Majority of immigrants do not 
engage in crime, embrace 
Swedish values, language–but 
frequently face discrimination 

• State socially investing in groups 
that have the highest social payback 
(on a non-normative basis) 

• Belief in a native entitlement 
that falls almost exclusively on 
the basis of color is, in fact, a 
manifestation of racism and a 
danger to Swedish equality 
(potential permanent 
underclass) 
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9.7 Effects (subjectification [S], lived [L]) in problem presentation by SD-Kvinnor (Q5.)  

Q3. Why has this 
representation of the 
problem come about? 

Security (trygghet) in 
Swedish Culture & Society 

Security (trygghet) in 
Swedish Welfare State 

S: Swedish (Liberal 
Democratic) Values S: Immigrants 

S: Swedish Welfare 
State S: Immigrants 

Hegemonic feminism 
(defined as oriented towards 
white, middle-class women, 

two-earner household, all 
citizens pay into system and 
not dependent on each other, 

equality feminism) 

S: Women are essentially 
different, yet equal 
S: Swedish gender-equality as 
national characteristic 
L: Women in Sweden 
pressured to be independent, 
equality feminism norm 
L: Women are physically more 
vulnerable 
S: Men "forced" to be stay-at-
home parents 

S: Dangerous immigrant men, 
Swedish men left as (implicitly) non-
sexist, non-violent 
S: Immigrant women are most at 
risk for violence (in the home) 
S, L: Honor culture portrayal and 
practice by extreme Islam 
L: Immigrant women neglected by 
cultural relativism 

S, L: Intrusive Swedish state 
forces conservative women 
and families into choices 
S: Swedish women use 
abortion irresponsibly 
L: Women in Sweden 
pressured to have paid work 
outside the home 

L: Foreign women often fail to 
integrate into job market, revert 
to traditional gender roles 
L: Foreign women defaulted 
into traditional female 
occupations (with shortages) 

Shifting economics 
(from global changes and neo-

liberal policies instituted in 
recent decades) 

S: "Folkhem" as Swedish 
(social) collectivism 
L: Swedish social planning 
compels and protects a basic 
existence 
L: Welfare state is based on 
two-earner model 

S: Immigrants as threat to existing 
way of life 
S: Immigrants as a threat to job 
security, undermining protections 
S: Immigrants as unskilled, 
uneducated monolith, few other 
portrayals 
L: Limitation as cheap labor force, 
when not excluded entirely 

L: Increased privatization 
L: Increased cuts due to 
economic changes 
L: "Välfärd" as part of 
benefits entitlement to people 
in Sweden 

S: (Non-western) immigrants 
as poor or delayed welfare 
investment, in fact better social 
investment 
L: (Exploited) immigrant 
laborers 
L: Welfare nationalism 
L: Immigration is an economic 
engine, increased sales and 
income tax 

Hegemonic whiteness 
("Swedish" as sub-language 

for "white") 

L: Swedish "melancholia" and 
nostalgia 
S: Blonde-haired, blue-eyed 
Swede 
L: "White" and "Swedish" 
remain intrinsically linked 
L: "Afro" and other minority 
Swedes sidelined 
L: Necessary, difficult 
discussions avoided in 
discussing Sweden's racist and 
eugenics history 

L: Solidarity crisis with refugee 
influx 
L: Deep neighborhood segregation 
L: Rising right-wing extremism 
L: Increase in fear conditioning, 
xenophobia of the "other" 
L: Rising hate crimes 
L: Increased discrimination or 
presumption of guilt by immigrants 
S: Rising crime due to immigrants 

S: More deserving native 
Swedes, adults, children, 
families 
S: Elderly, Sick-leaved, LSS 
users as more desperate, more 
deserving need 
S: Finite welfare "pie", cannot 
be grown, either this group/or 
that group framing 

S: (Non-western) immigrants 
as undeserving welfare leeches, 
blamed as reason for cuts 
L: Immigrants resented for 
services they are entitled to, 
increased discrimination or 
lesser access, poorer service 
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9.8 Potential discursive displacement/re-framing of problem representation (Q6.)  

Q3. Why has this 
representation of the 
problem come about? 

Security (trygghet) in 
Swedish Culture & Society 

Security (trygghet) in 
Swedish Welfare State 

Swedish Liberal Democratic 
Values Immigrants Swedish Welfare State Immigrants 

Hegemonic feminism 
(defined as oriented 

towards white, middle-
class women, two-earner 

household, all citizens pay 
into system and not 

dependent on each other, 
equality feminism) 

• Highlight successes from female 
voting and gender quotas and 
mainstreaming 

• Highlight qualified and competent 
women leaders 

• Highlight benefits of children 
entering förskola in educational 
outcomes 

• Highlight benefits of fathers 
taking parental leave, child 
bonding 

• Highlight dangers of female 
economic dependence on a partner 

• Promote intersectional feminism 
• Focus on gender equality and 

Swedish normative education 
for newcomers previously 
neglected 

• Educate foreign women as to 
their rights and lay resources 
towards them for escaping abuse 

• Integrate non-Western feminist 
experiences and voices 

• Particular focus on foreign child 
need for language/ socialization 
in school 

• Promote broader class-based 
feminism, not just middle-to-
upper class 

• Focused resources on 
improving female 
employment, new training 

• Make abortion statistics (very 
few after 12 weeks, most 
medically induced, etc.) 
widely available for full 
debate awareness 

• Better media representation and 
lifting of positive immigration 
stories versus predominant 
(negative) reporting of immigrants 

• Focus on immigrant women 
integration into job market, advise 
opportunities, navigating system 

Shifting economics 
(from global changes and 

neo-liberal policies 
instituted in recent 

decades) 

• Greater debate on increased societal 
inequalities overall  

• Highlight consequences of choices 
and the conditions they are made in 

• Decision-makers must be fully 
aware/educated as to consequences 

• Highlight educated immigrants 
• Highlight need to fill labor 

shortages 
• Debate "kompetensutvisning" 

controversy 
• Strengthen discrimination laws 
• "Naming and shaming" of 

discriminatory employers 

• Scrutinize neo-liberal 
assumptions: does it always 
result in better service for less 
cost? 

• If a cost savings, does the 
savings outweigh any arising 
issues elsewhere? 

• Increased discussion and 
review of certain 
entrepreneurial practices or 
vendors (cutting corners, etc.) 

• Highlighting of exploitative labor 
practices as also problematic 

• Initiatives to make foreigners aware 
of labor rights in Sweden 

• Offer diversity incentives for 
companies (vs. lower immigrant 
wage programs) 

• Scruntiny of government offices or 
companies that remain homogenous 

Hegemonic whiteness 
("Swedish" as sub-

language for "white") 

• Highlight Swedes who are not white 
in society 

• Practice more thoughtful speech in 
mainstream dialogue/media so 
white and Swedish are not 
synonymous  

• Honestly reckon with Sweden's 
racist history, legacy instead of 
"blindness" 

• Have difficult discussions, don't 
automatically cede the floor to 
far-right as the only 
"immigration" voice 

• Highlight far-right criminality as 
growing issue 

• Highlight heightened reporting 
rates for sexual crime 

• Highlight overall low crime rate 
• Increased focus on poor 

conviction rates 

• Highlight other potential 
strategies that seek to maintain 
quality and access of Swedish 
welfare benefits, but lower 
costs 

• Increased debate if 
elderly/sick/LSS/children are 
prioritized over lower taxes or 
huge service subsidies used by 
the wealthy 

• Increased employment means 
increased taxpayer based, 
discrimination not in Sweden's 
interests 

• Training to reduce immigrant 
discrimination in service access 

• Highlight as crucial workforce for 
Sweden's future, protecting Sweden 
from issues such as seen elsewhere 
(e.g. Japan) 
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